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BALKANS PRESENT

THEIR

VEGAS DAILY OPTIC. WEDNESDAY,

MUSICIAN KILLS SELF
New York, Jan. 29. Burgess Dickinson, a young student of music, whose
body was found last night at the bot
tom of ani alrshaft of the aiartment

OTE

NEGOTIATIONS

ENDING PEACE

0V4- -

Obscurity Lives Much,
Longer Than

fame.

JANUARY 29, 1913.
A
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chad Pasha today.
The factor impelling this action was
the receipt' of reports of grave ferment among the Turkish troops on
the Tchatalja lines, many of whom
appear to he unwilling to follow the
lead of the Young Turks.
It Is considered here that in view
of the international complications in
Turkey, Mahmoud Shefkte Pasha, the
new grand vizier, may yield before
the energetic act of the allies.
The gravity of the situation at Constantinople is shown by the large naval forces concentrated by the European powers at the entrance to the
Even Austria-HungarDardanelles
which, had refused to join the other
powers in riaval coercive , measures,
has now ordered two warships to be
ready to start for the east
While the clouds are gathering over
Constantinople the astronomers who
make a study of the European firmaments consider that the general peace
of Europe is no longer in dangen Ae
as proof they point out that Italy has
just disbanded an army of 100,000 soldiers who served in Tripoli.
Rechad Pasha expressed the hope
that the powers, in realizing the "unfair treatment which has been infliot-eon Turkey, wotild help the Porte to
surmount its present difficulties," thus
"ensuring the definite political and
economic settlement of the whole east- ern problem."
Several members of the Bulgarian
peace mission left London today, including T. Theodoroff, the Bulgarian
minister, of finance, and Lieutenant
Tsanoff, a graduate of Harvard, who
has been acting as attache and is returning to his regiment.
The text of the note nanded by the
Balkan delegates 10 Rechad Pasha
was as follows:
"The plenipotentiaries of the allied
Barkan states, having since the suspension of the work of the peace conference, awaited in vain three weeks
the reply of the Ottoman plenipotentiaries to their last demands, and
events in Constantinople appearing
to have destroyed hope of arriving at
peace, are to their great regret
obliged to declare that the peace negotiations commenced in London December 19, last," are brokon otf."
The note does not denounce the
armistice. This will devolve on th-states
governments of the Balkan
when they consider the moment opportune.

MAD

diplomatic corps here, either this
evening or tomorrow morning. The
basis of the solution proposed by Turkey is said to be different from any
yet mooted.

DOG

BY

LAVS

Germany to Help Turkey
off
Constantinople, Jan.
all the Turkish .possessions In Asia, was
evGermany's pointed notification to
eryone concerned. It was lven by
the German ambassador to Turkey in
a Rpecch at the Teutonla club's annual
dinner In honor of Emperor William's
birthday.
of Turkey lies In Asia
Minor," Baron Hans von Wangcnheim
told nn enthusiastic gathering of his
compatriots. He continued:
"The German interests in Asia Minor are very great and are bound up
The recent
with, those of Turkey.
note of the Fhiropen powers promised
that Turkey would be aided in her
future development. Germany will lend
powerful assistance In this cause.
"In any 4;me, however, to all the

WILL PROBE INTO THE
CAMPAIGN OF TAFT

agreement with Austria that the Turkish fortresses of Scutari and Janiua
belong to the future Albanian nation.
The condition is to be imposed,
however, that the military and economic interests of the adjacent Montenegrin and Greek populations be suitably guaranteed.
It is thought that this would be accomplished by dismantling the fortifications of the two cities and allowing the free passage of goods. Russia, on the other hand, the diplomat
declared, regards Prlsrend, Kaakesa
and Ipek as belonging to Servia.
The position thus taken by Russia
will enormously increase the difficulties of the Russian foreign office in
coping with public opinion, which regards the abandonment of Scutari .is
an unnecessary concession to Austria
and a sacrifice of Slav interests.
The seriousness ' of the situation
arises from the fear that Austria by
her success in this respect may be encouraged to make further demands.
The Russian foreign office hopes, however, that Austria will now adopt a
conciliatory altitude. The absence o'
any definite indication that she wl'l
do this probably is the reason why
Russia has not taken any steps to reduce her army to its normal proportions in spile of several announcements from Vienna of the dismissal of
reservists there.
TAFT'S LAST SPEECH.
Jan. 29. President
Washington,
Tart will make his farewell speech
to the Ohio society tonight at its
third "annual banquet nere. The president will speak on "The Rainbow
Comes Down In Ohio," the motto
adopted by the Ohio "oorn boys" who
recently visited' the capital. Other
speaker's will be Speaker Clark, Representative Cannon and Senator
Senator Burton will make his
farewell address and review the
achievements of the Tuft administration. This is President McKlnloy's
birthday.

RATIFIES

yesterday instructed their legislative
committee to work for a $1,000,000
apiiiuuMniUiu for the Illinois exhibit
at the Panama-Pacifiexposition In
1915. The attorney for the organiza
tion was instructed to prepare an
bill for presentation to
the legislature. ,
c

KILLED BY SNOWSLIDE
Grand Lake, Colo., Jan. 29. The
bodies of Andrew Kushner and Thomas Dunn were found yesterday af

DEMOCRATS
SEEM
TO THINK
THAT POSTOFFICE DEPARTMENT WAS TOO ACTIVE.

tc

Washington, Jan.
of - alleged activity of 4be'- postotf iou
department in connection with President Taft's campaign is forecasted as
one of the first developments before
the senate campaign expenditures
committee as the result of the senate's extending the committee's authority to cover the campaign ending November 5, 1912.
The resolution passed the senate
with opposition. It is understood that
Sentor Clapp, chairman of the investigating committee, contemplates calling Postmaster General Hitchcock,
Charles D. Hilles, republican national
chairman, and others connected with
the republican campaign as the first
witnesses. Representatives of the other political parties will also he summoned to tell of receipts, expenditures and political activities Between
the nominating conventions and election.
--

ACTION

IN ELECTION OF SENATOR FALL

Present Wearer of XWa Receives Solid Vote
of Republican Members
ASSURANCE

IS

IRE

THAN DOUBLY SURE

House and Senate, Meeting Together, Adopt Resolutions Ratifying
the Result of the Ballots of Today and Yesterday-- All
But
Three Members Support This Measure With Senatorial
Election GuJ of the Way Law Making Body Prepares
to Get Down to Hard Work for the Benefit of
Bill Taken Up
the State-Sal- ary
Santa

The New the most important measure now
the legislature. The joint committee from the house and senato
committee on finance has had tha
matter in charge for the past two
weeks. Though the members are not
inclined to make any remarks about
session adopted a resolution hy a what they are
doing It Is believed,
vote of 67 to 3 formally ratifying the however, that the
measure, when it
election in the senate and the nouse, is finally drafted, wiu
closely resemwhereby Judge Fall received a major- ble that vetoed by Governor McDon
ity of the votes of the legislature. aid last year.
The resolution follows:
Many county officers here to watch
Be it resolved by the legislature of events were thrown into consternathe state of rMew Mexico, ini joint ses- tion by the rumor that tas governor
sion assembled, that the separate ac- was
preoarlne a bill and that this
tion of the house of representatives
bill would embrace his ideas on tne
of the legislature of New Mexico and salary situation and that no other
the separate action of the senate of measure would be suitable to him.
the legislature of New Mexico, where- On the other hand. It was said that
by Albert B. Fall rece'ved a majority th-- legislature would have nothing
of the votes of each branch of said to do with
any bill from the goverlegislature for the office of United nor's office.
States senator from the state "of New
Anxious eyed office holders 'visitMexico for the term beginning Jtercn ed the
governor's officg,,. .where
4, 1913, .be and the same is hereby
apparently received some saiis.i-.cratified and that upon this resolution tion. They are hoping that thoir
the roll of the members 01 the joint long delayed salaries will be form
session of the legislature be called.
coming, as they have been serving
It was exactly 12 o'clock when the without pay since January, 191.:!.
senators inarched into the house and
Another bill which "s attracting atLieutenant
Governor de Baca as- tention is the full crew, bill, which
e
sumed the chair.
journal of the has the hacking of the railroad orsenate was read by Chief Clerk Armi-j- ders of the state. A
public hearing
and the Journal of the house by is to be held on this measure
tonight
Chief Clerk Staplin. The announceat 7:30 o'clock. A number of railment of the vote of the separate way officials are here to appear behouses was approved and the lieuten- fore the commission in opposition to
ant governor formally announced the the bill. Representatives of railway-laboelection of Albert B. Fall as United
will also appear in support of ,
States senator for the 6lx year term the measure.
beginning March 4, 1913. From the
floor and the galleries, which were
cheers greeted the ancrowded,
STRIKE CAUSED BLOODSHED
nouncement
Jan. 29. Quiet prevailPittsburgh.
A recess of ten minutes was taken
ed this morning at the plant of the
on motion of Maj-o- r
Llewellyn and American Steel and Wire
company,
during the recess the major prepared where last night one man was killed
the resolution given above which n. and a dozen
wounded in a fight beIntroduced after the joint assembly tween mill
Tin
guards and striker
was again called to order. There was
streets around the mills were patrolno discussion on .he resolution and It
led by armed men, but not a striker-wawent through hy almost a unanimous
in sight, orders bavins: been
vote.
by their leaders for them to reLittle business was transacted in
F-e- ,

N. At.,

Jan.

bo-fo- re

Mexico legislature, in joint session
assembled, at noon today formally
ratified
the election, ci United States
20
Chambers
Lake,
miles from
ternoon
near the site of their cabin, which Senator A. B. Fall. To make assurwas demolished by a snowslide last ance doubly sure and if possible satFriday. The'bodies, when found hy a isfy Governor McDonald, the joint

searching party from here, were frozen, and buried under 20 feet of snow.

LANDIS REFUSES TO

BUTT INTO

A

CASE

.

DECLARES THE UNITED STATE a
JUDGES SHOULD NOT INTERPRET STATE LAWS
Chicago, Jan. 29. "Indecent invasion rf the domain of the state courts

by

courts has put a club

into the hajids of the people who are

'
assailing the judiciary of the country."
United States District Judge Landis
delivered himself of this opinion from
the bench today in refusing to entertain a petition for a writ of habeas
corpus in which the municipal court
is attacked as an Institution without
existence In law.
"1 will not lend myself to pass upon thevalidity of an enactment of the
legislature of Illinois when none of the
state courts has been resorted to for
relief." said Judge Landis. "Thefl
isn't anything more unseemly than a
mere United States judge presuming
to annul the act of a state legisla-

AN ENGLISH COACH.
New Haven, Conn., Jan. 29 An
Englishman as rowing coach at Yale
is a possibility forecasted in a report
here today. Captain Snowden and
Coaches Harriman and Rogers, who ture."
went abroad three weeks ago to study
British rowing methods, are said on
-

YESTERDAY'S

.'

o

good authority to be hunting through SOLDIERS BEING FED
the English rowing camps for an expert who can he induced to come
PREFER PRISON TO
ON INFERIOR FOOD
to America. It Is said that one of the
most noted riglish coaches is being
PAYING A FINE
approached, and if it is impossible SO REPORTS SENATE COMMITTEE
to engage his services formally, It is
WHICH INVESTIGATED CALIto invite him to come to
proposed
FORNIA HOME
LEADERS OF MILITANT SUFFRAAmerica next fall to give Yale xht.
JAIL
ARE
TO
SENT
GETTES
benefit of hia ideas.
Washington, Jan. 29. "The comfort either house today. The senate was main Indoors.
BY MAGISTRATE.
Chief of
Darnel t was notified
and happiness of our former soldiers in session for an hour this morning,
that several of the guards it the milt
should not bo sacrificed and their the time
London, Jan. 29. "General" Mrs.
to
being devoted merely
years shortened in order that a few routine matters, anions which was during the night had disappeared and
Drummond and 30 other militant sufit was feared they bad been easiturpu
dollars may be saved to the nation's the final reading and
fragettes will spend the next 14 days
signing of the
IN CONGRESS
TODAY
titrike sympathizers.
commentreasury. While economy la
in jail as the result o their determibill providing for the salaries of 1tv by
at
not
be
obtained
should
it
to
dable,
.
nation
iorce David Lloyd George,
members of the legislature, which
such a sacrifice."
chancellor of the exchoquer, to renow goes to the governor.
TO, HOLD INVESTIGATION
This declaration was contained In
ceive them in the house of commons
The house met at 11 o'ciock ntn.i
Washington, Jan. 29. Senate: ConJan. 2.--T- hd
Denver,
shenato t'n!.sy
a report made to the senate today took a recess until the house lor ill's
last evening.
vened at noon.
the
house
resolution
approved
prov'.-Inves
All the prisoners
declared after
Resumed debate on iever agricul- hy the special committee which
joint session. The only business wat ins for a legislative invesiigatie;! ,r
Pacific
the
at
conditions
that
tigated
they tural extension bill.
the Introduction of a resolution' by
thoy were sentenced today
Lranch of the national home for dis Mr, Skhlmore deploring the desertion ell institutions, public and piiv;,:.,
would start "a hunger strike," The
t House: Convened at noon:
where mentally dtfett ie
mi f )
accused women were brought up at
Debate begun on Lincoln memorial abled volunteer soldiers at Santa Mon- of the common people by Charles A.
The committee reported Spleas, whom the resolution, declare.'! kept at public expense. It U
ica, Calif.
the Bow street police court oefore bill.
for Governo Amnioi i' h r
Robert Marsham, police magistrate.
Sundries aolieduie considered by that the veterans were poorly fed and bad become a "first crowd niut.o- - to make It effective.
Mrs. Druininond complained during ways and means committee at tariff that their housing conditions could be; cra(
Thfl resolution i omim'tidi'd
1,1
Opposition to th" h'
the hearing that the police had hand- revision hearing.
greatly improvcV It recommended ttuU Mr Spless be expelled front the
bill tio Wi
commission
t j
it
food
and
continarrest"more
was
led her roughly when she
appropriations for
Amalgamated Order of Gentlemen lative bouses bat
Currency reform committee
i(!
(
)
better facilities for cooking."
ed.
She declared a patrolman had ued its hearing.
and that a copy of the resolution be
(
tl
cratie
members
$2,200,-OHSenator Jones presented with the transmitted to the Honorable J vard
thrown her In the mud.
McGuiro bill to appropriate
ato to arrange or ,v
,
"It Is now war to the knife,", she
for building ou state fair report a bill to transfer control of the A. Mann of Albuquerque, president cf on
best
the
inc.i
f
b
r
j
intold the magistrate and continued: grounds rejected by agricultural com home to the war department. "The
the order. Mr. Spicss was given op- Internal revenue ftind'
"You and Mr. Lloyd George have a mittee.
vestigating committee found no evi- portunity to relpy during tha recess.
lot of trouble uheau of you. You will
"Khlnnhiir pool" investigation by dences of graft or misappropriation The effair was regarded as a joke at
fund, U found that the soldiers bis expense.
have to do the dirty work and you merchant marine committee contin-io- f
PHONE TRUST M
were bcii I'ed, however, for 3$ to 20
will have plenty of it."
tied with K. I!. Bull testifying.
With the senatorial
1,jcuoa e's- Washington, Jan.. )- Tl
final-- j cents a
The women all refused the option
day, while in the national p0M ,l of the legislature doubtless will commerce comiieisS-Judiciary committee voted to
few
s
woramen
of
to
of paying a fine instead
going
compuubauon nonie at Washington the average 1st now r!-- t down to butiines3, and were tha formal order of tho ii
ly act upon
prison.
ad next Saturday and on all inter-- 35 cents a day. The Pacific coast is ground for hoping that It will de the affairs of tha Amor:-:,- :!
Bow, street police court looked like state liquor shipment bills Wednes-- ' home has become so popular with old vote the v.'hola rcssioa to the good and Tclejraph conifu:y, 1
soldiers seeking a mild climate that of New Mexico. Already a laro num. nation recon'Jy v;:s
A
lusy railroad station when the suf- day.
before
interstate
the committee rocommendv. J a law her of bills have l en fr.froo'aj.vl and
Most
of
Interests
were
XUuiiwd
arraigned.
fragettes
from
the women hail made preparations to commerce commission objected to limiting admission to tha home to vet- II is likely that tomorrow
win justlea J.y Atlo'-jje' !
go to prison. They carried boxes, Ken von tii!frr freight classification erans on joying peniiioua of lotg than bo more r;evr legation
:
'
t.' a nioiiih.
bill.
bass, blankets nnd
a?r;ry
U'l
Tha etitintj

rd

I
I

I

I

,

now-read-

j

E

r,i

1

,
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DISCUSS GRAZING LANDS
Denver, Jan. 29. Range and Brazing problems occupied today's sessions
of the annual convention oT Uritcd
States foresters, District No. 2. The
foresters discussed methods of
grassing lands and of incrnas-th- e
supplies of feed ami wat"r.
admin-iKterlu-

ILLINOIS TO SHOW.
Chicago, Jan. 29. Directors of the
associtaion
Illinois Manufacturers'

anti-trus-

St. Petersburg, Jan. 29; The present state of affairs between Russia
and Austria is regarded here as extremely delicate. The war party is
now in the saddle in Austria and Russia-hasi;f00,000 men serving with,
the colors.
The trouble is over the boundary of
Albania. As explained by a high diplomatic, official in the Bourse Gazette
today, Russia has recognized in an

y

DE

TO OCCUR

Washington. Ian. 29. The supreme
court today granted me request of the
department of justice for au immediate issue of the court's mandate in
the Fatten cotton' corner case. The
mandate is tl;e official notification to
the federal court of southern New
Yoik, that the indictments' against
James Patilen, tiugne G.
Scales,
and William !i
Frank B.
P.j own for.allegf.d conspiracy to corner cotton did hot state an offense
t
law.
under the Shenuatv
The mandate places the case before
the lower court for trial.
In the regular course the mandate
would not have been issued until February fi, but Solocitf.T Bullet requested
its Issue, stating the statute of limitation would run before long in the
c&se and that it might possibly be
desihed in case; the iudictment was
held bad on some points not concern-th- e
construction1 ol
Sherman anti
trust-jawt .J.iiik , v iiulidwenta;
The effect of the court's action to
day would be to put the government
in position to press the case against
the defendants and also R. M.
Thompson who was indicted on the
same charge but did not Question the
construction of the Sherman law, as
soon as the papers issued by the court
today reached New York. Unless
some settlement or further technical
objection to the indictments, are
made, the case will proceed to trial.

Russia and Austria Bristle

j

Lora court

NOT WISH UNEXPECTED

MAIL.
Berkeley, Cal., Jan. 29. All done
up in a neat brown package, a mad
dog arrived here by parcels post yesterday. "Mad" it was labelled and so
Turkish, possessions in Asia. Germany it turned out after the bundle had
will attach the label 'Touch me not.'" been examined by a veterinary.
Although the dog was aead, PostTurkey Will Make Concessions.
Important' concessions, it is ex- master Merrill said the shipment
pected, will be made by Turkey in overstepped the hounds of the parcel
her reply to the joint note of the post and he has sent out an order
European powers. The response will barring mad dogs, dead or alive, from
be handed to Margrave Johann de the mails. The package was sent
from Floriston, Cal., where the dog
Pallavicini, the AustroHungarlan
to Turkey, as d.ean of the had been shot.

London, Jan. 2!). The note drafted
by the peace delegates of the allies
was delivered by Stojan Novakovich,
head of the Servian delegation, to Re-

LEGISLATURE IN JOINT SESSION

TRIAL

Action Is Taken Much More Hurriedly Than
Ilad Been (he Expectation

J

TRUST

PATTEN CASE HAY

TO TURKISH REPRESENTATIVE

Is No Likelihood of Disturbances Among Powers
Germany Declares Hands Must Be Kept Off
Sultan's Asiatic Possessions

RAILROAD

CITY EDITION

Denver. Jan. 29. The organization
to be
of a 125,000,000 corporation,
known as the Securities company, to
control all transportation systems InTO
to and through the Cripple Creek min
ing district is the announced object
of the visit of Allen L. Burris to New
York. Burrls left yesterday with Joseph Walker, Jr., and George Ni Miller,
New York financiers.
UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT
It Is planned to make the Securities
company a holding concern for tne
ISSUES MANDATE REVERSING
five railroads In the district, the El
NEW YORK DECISION
Paso Consolidated Gold Mining com
pany of which Burrls is president and
Golden Cycle Mining
the
company,
goes
which the El Paso is under contract
to purchase for, f 5,000,000.
;
MANI-

house where ho lived in Washington
Square, is 'believed to have taken a
suicidal leap from a window on the
sixth floor because he was discouraged in his ambitions of musical composition. Hia brother, Howard Carter
Dickinson, who is an assistant district
attorney, declared today that he believed the young man was temporarily
Insane and the coroner decided to record the case as suicide.
old son
Dickinson was the
H. Dickinson,' pastor
of Rev.
of the North Presbyterian church of
CORNER
Buffalo. He was graduated from the FAMOUS COTTON
TCHATALJA
FROM
NEWS
BE
NOW
WILL
PULATION
DISQUIETING
Yale scientific school in 1907. His
brother said hei was gifted as a com'
PROBED TO THE BOTTOM
peser and was doing some exceedingly
difficult work in musical research reSoldiers of the Porte Refuse to Fight Under the Direction of the cently but he fell far short of his FEARED TEE LIMITATION LAW
ideals and he could not reach the efYoung Turks Situation at Constantinople Hourly Is Growing
T
fect he was striving for.
DID
More SeriousStudents of European Politics Say There
ATTORNEYS
GOVERNMENT

"The-futur-

U

j"'
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Ideas have been sought are the big no matter how providential a governmanufacturers, the bankers, and the ment presides over the process of
EGO
uftlH
heads of the railroad combinations. their control of my life.
I am one of those who absolutely reThe masters of the government of the
I'nited States are the .combined cap- ject the trustees theory, the guardianitalists and manufacturers of the Uni- ship theory. I "have never found a
ted States. It is written over every man who knew how to take care of
Intimate page of the records of con- me, and, reasoning from that point
gress; it is written all through the out, I conjecture that there isn't any
history of conferences at the White man who knows how to take care of
House, that the suggestions of econ- all the people of the United States.
WORTH
EX- - omic policy in this country have come I suapect that the ptople of the United MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
THE
OF STOLEN POSTAGE CHANPOSITION
ATTRACTING
from one source, not from many sour- States understand their own interests
GES HANDS YEARLY
STATE EXHIBITS.
The bentvolent guardians, the better than any group of men in the
ces.
trustees who have taken confines of the country understand
New York, Jan. 29. As a result of
Sau Diego, Cal., Jan. 29. That the the troubles of government off our them. The men who are sweating
so conspicuous blood to get their foothold in the world investigations which are being acrried
exposition to be held, here in 1915 Is hands have become
to attain broader scope than its pro- that almost anybody can write out a of endeavor understand the conditions an here by federal agents, the fact
jectors expected is Indicated by de- list of them. They have become so of business in the United States very t has come to light that millions of
velopment of the first two weeks of conspicuous that their names are men- much better than the men who have dollars worth of stolen stamjw are
1913. Letters from all over the coun- tioned upon almost every
political arived and are at the top. They know bought and sold every year by regular
try tell of quickening appreciation of platform. The men who have under what the thing la that they are strug- "brokers" whose trade itself is a
this unusual opportunity for commun- taken the interesting job of taking gling against. They know how diffi- crime. The raids and arrests which
ity sdvegtisinr presented by the "uni- care of us do not force us to requitlc cult it id to start a new enterprise. have been made here, It is said, are
of
que and different" celebration to be them with anonymously directed gratt They know how far they have to only the beginning of a clean-uwhich
wil)
In
dealers
stolen
will
them
held here. In the western states tude. We know them by name.
stamps
search for credit that
put
to end of the country.
definite steps are being taken to proyou go to Washington and upon an even footing with the men reach from end
Suppose
vide by legislative enactments funds try to get at your government. Yoj who have already built up industry in For the very purpose of preventing
for state exhibits.
will always find that, while you are this country. They know that some- stamp thieves from disposing of their
Seven counties in Southern Cali- Itolitely listtned to, the men really con- where by somebody the development spoils the federal government long
fornia will expend $200,000 upon an sulted are the men who have the bis of industry in this lountry is being ago made it a prison offence to sell
postage stamps for any price lower
exhibit; eight counties in the Sacra- geat stake the big bankers, the big controlled.
mento Valley projiose an expenditure
I do not say this with the slightest than their face value. How little this
of
manufacturers, the big masters
of $250,000 for an exhibit The leg- commerce, the beads of railroad cor desire to create any prejudice against law has been known or feared Is inislatures of Arizona and New MexiI should be dicated by the fact that for years a
porations and of steamship corpora- wealth; on the contrary,
co are considering bills appropriating
1
have no objection to thost ashamed of myself if I excited class distinguished clergyman, an officer of
tioua
$250,000 each tor state exhibits, in men
because they feeling of any kind. But I do mean a prominent religious society, purchasbeing consulted,
the Oregon legislature will be pretheuiselvea to suggest this: That the wealth of ed stamps at a ten per cent discount
do
not
also, though they
sented a measure appropriating 20V seem
to admit it, are part of the peo the country has, in recent years, come from a man who explained that he
at San
000 for exhibits here and
But I do from particular sources; it has come got them by selling printed plays for
ple of the United States.
Francisco in 1915.
sources which have built small sums, accepting stamps in paygentle-men- t from those
to
theee
object
Former Governor' M. E. Hay anJ very seriously
ment for orders received by mail. In
being chiefly consulted, anJ par up monopoly.
Governor Earnest Lister, of WashXew York at the present time, It is
is
view
a
Its
of
special
point
point
exclusively
their
to
being
ticularly
ington, each recommended in mesand if the government - l of view. It is the point) of view of said, the discount ranges from one to
consulted,
sages to the asaenioly the approprithe United States is to do the right those men who do not wish that the five per cent a.hd at the time of the
ation of funds for an exhibit here,
the people of the United people should determine their own af- raids no less that. 20 "brokers" were
and Governor E. M. Amnions of Col- thing by
States it has got to do It directly and fairs, because they do not believe that doing business, many of them having
orado included such a recommendad the people's judgment is sound. They well known and reputable business
not through the Intermediation
tion in his message.
want to be commissioned to take care houses as customers. One stamp
ha
time
it
these
Every
gentlemen.
The Republic of Panama, also
of
the United States and of the peo- dealer in this city, who has been sellome to a critical question, these gen
Brazil and Japan nave announced
of the United States, because they ing from $3.10 to $1,000 "worth of
ple
their
and
been
to,
have
yielded
intention of providing Jisplays, and tlemen
de believe that they, better than anybody stamps a day, is said to have 'bought
the
as
been
treated
have
demands
the question of participation is pendmands that should be followed as a else, understand the Interests of the part of his Biipply from an employe ol
ing in all other Central and South
United States. I do not challenge their the Xew York state government at
tTnc.rSr.-ifnnntrioR with stron in- matter of course.
The government of the tnited character; I challenge their point of Albany. The official was approached
dications oi iav rauie acuuu.
is a foster child of view. We cannot afford to be gov- by postoffice Inspectors and confessed
Utah and Missour' will certainly States at present
It is not allow erned, as we have seen governed in that he was stealing anywhere from
interests.
the
special
be represented, and many other
ert in hav a will of its own. It is the last generation, by men who oc- $25 to $50 a week in stamps and sellstates are showing warm interest
cupy so narrr w, so prejudiced, so lim- ing them to the New York dealer,
The exposition program of Build- told at every move, "Don't do that; ited a
Another big downtown dealer had a
point ot view.
start- you will interfere with our prospering operations during 1913 was
"sandwich man" walk through the
fe.
we ask, "Where
ed with the ngw year. Construction ity." And when
streets
of the financial district everr
certain
a
our
prosperity lodged?"
of the Electricity building has begun
noon with placards announcing
at
day
us."
"With
of
say,
and
gentlemen
Mines
group
Mining
and work on the
that the "broker" would purchase
and Machinery buildings will be in- The government of the United StatesCAPITAL
FROM
NEWS
THE
postal cards which were still
printed
adminisbeen
not
in
has
recent
years
augurated in a few weeks.
; Such cards are used in
uncancelled;.
tertd bv the common people of the
quantities
by many downtown
large
well
You
as
know
United States.
just
Santa Fe, X. M- -. Jan. 29. State concerns, and the rcan did a thriving
as I do it is not an indictment
trade with office boyswho stole ta;
WILSON SAYS PEOPLE
against anybody, it is a mere state- F.ngineer French stated today that the
ment of the facts that the people road from Alamogordo to Cloudcroft cards in bundles from their employers.
New York Navy Doomed
IIUST BE OWN RULERS have stood outside and looked on at in Otero county and known as "High
their own govtrnment and that all Roils" will be given attention now
The navy of Xew York will be put
they have had to determine in past that Orero county has put up some out of commission within the year,
PRESIDENT-ELECWRITES INTER years has been which crowd they money for the puriiose.
It had been unless something unexpected comes uf,
would look on e,;, whether they would about decided to abandone the road to rescind the order 'which has p;M
ESTING ARTICLE ON "FREED-MENEED NO GUARDIANS"
look on at this little group or that but the county road board decided been issued, and the flag cf Xew York
little grouup who had managed to get otherwise. The road will likely be will be seen no mere on the high seas
"Freedrnen Need no Guardians" is the control of affairs in its hands finished in about four months.
or in the ports cf the MeJitt ran-jafl '8 title of an interesting article by Have you ever heard, for example,
Names Commissioner
.Zver tin-:and the North Atlanti;.
President-elec- t
Wood row
Wilson, of any hearing before any gTeat comGovernor W. C. McDonald has ap 1S74 Xew York his maintained a nav
which appears in the February issue mittee of the congress in which the pointed Charles Henry Hess of Balti- al school, for the training of officers
Mr. Wilson people of the country as a whole were more commissioner of deeds of Xew for the American
of the World's Work.
merchant marine,
in
The fact that there was no American
says
part:
represented, except It may by the Mexico.
There are
tt''taW'k Wt govera congressmen themselves? The men
merchant marine to speak of did not
Pojuaque or Pojoaque?
ment that have been contending with who appear at those meetings in or
Tbe spelling of that name caused a at all prevent a great many boys from
each other ever since government be der to argue for this schedule in tie flury of excitement in the office of attending the school and cruising si
gan. One of them is the theory which, tariff, for this measure or against the assistant secretary of state this and eight months at a time partly at
in America, is associated with the that m asnre,-armen who represent morning. One map spelt the name of the expense of the state, partly ot
name of a very great man, Alexander special interests. They may represent this village as "Pojuaque" and twoj the city and partly of the nation. In
Hamilton. A great man but,, in my them very honestly; they may intend other maps had it "Pojoaque." One accordance with a long established
judgment, not a great American. He not wrong to their fellow citizens, but of the latter was dated 1M2 and the policy the United States navy has furdid not think- in terms of American they are j.JB.king from the point of other 1872. The Pojoaque authority nished a vessel and a commanding of
life. Hamilton believed that the only view always of a small portion of the was of recent date. Mr. Kanen de ficer for each of the naval schools ol
people who could understand govern- population. I have some times won- clared that aside from the fact that the coast states. During the winter
ment, and therefore the only people dered why men, particularly men of the vote is two to one 'n favor of Po the ship lay at a pier in the Eatt
were means, men who don't have to work joaque he has received other informa river, comfortably housed over and
who were qiuilifitd to conduct!
;be men who had the biggest finan- for their living, shouldn't constitute tion which leads Uim to believe that furnishing a convenient and coJ
cial stake in the commercial and in- themselves attorneys for the people, Pojoaque is the correct way to spell school house for the boys, numbering
dustrial enterprises of the country.
and every time a hearing is held be- the name. Xewspaper men who heard from 100 to 250 who were students.
That theory, though few have now fore a committee of iongTess should about the discussion were pleased to Tu-- board of education of Xew York
the hardihood to profess it openly, not go and ask, "Gentlemen, in con- find that even drawers of maps can City has had charge of the school since
has been the working theory upon sidering these things suppose you
tious men who spend hours poring the organization of Greater New Yolk,
which our, government has lately been
ttie whole country?' Suppose over their spelling are tripped up in and it has grumbled occasionally beconducted. It is astonishing how per- you consider the citizens of the United grave error. "Misery loves company cause of the cost of maintaining the
sistent it is. It is amazing how quick. States?"
saith the proverb.
A few years ago the "St
schoolship.
Water Application
Now, I don't want a smug lot of
ly the political party which had LinMary" waa recalled and the gunboat
coln for its first leader Lincoln, who experts to sit down behind closed
Herbert L. Simpson, of Canton. "Newport" was
The
substituted.
not only denied, but in his own per doors In Washington and play Provi Onlahoma, but who lives in Union "Newport" unlike her predecease- - has
son so completely disproved, the aris dence to me. There is a Providence county lias asked for permission to ap engines and Bhe has
proved to be a
tocratic theory it is amazing how to which I am perfectly willing to sub. proprlate two second feet of Carrizozc mighty coal ehter at a tlr"x when coni
quickly that party founded on faith, in mit. Hut as for other men setting arroyo by direct diversion to irrinatr Is costly. Also, the board complained
the people forgot the precepts of Lin- up as I'rovidt'nce over myself, I se- 140 acres.
parents persisted In looking upon tbe
1
coln and fell, under the delusion that riously object.
have never met a
Delegates Named
Mlioolshlp as a sort of reformatory
the "masses" needed the guardian political saviour in the flesh, and I
Governor McDonald has named Wil- - vrere they could load bid boys End
never expect to moot one. I am liam At Bayer, who is secretary to got rid of them
ship of "men cf affairs."
for half a year In
For, Indeed, if you stop to think reminded of Gellet HurgehS's verses: Stnator Catron, and L. Pascual Marti hands that were
of handling
capable
I never saw a
about it, nothing could be a further
purple cow
nez, secretary of Kepi esentaiive Per them without gloves, if it was necesI never hope to see one,
ilcj arture from original Americanism,
Kusson, delegates to the conference on sary. Accordingly the board has bik
lint this I'll tell you anyhow,
from faith in the ability of a conflweUhts and measures which will be plied for a
change In the city charter
I'd rather see than be. one.
independent
uent, resourceful, and
held under the auspices of tbo
depart ibollshing the naval school altogether,
is
theThat
Mrilo, thnn thri discouraging doctrine
way I feel about this meut of commerce and labor In WashWomen Run Country's Business
that Homebody has got to provide savins of my fellow countrymen, I'd ington, May 11. Itoi, delefiittes will
The- women of the United
States
prosperity for the rest of us. And yet rather seo a saviour of the 'United be in WaHhingkm at that time and
ten billion dollars n
spend
nearly
to
than
set
be one; because therefore will likely Httend.
the government of the United States States
up
year for maintaining the households
has been so conducted lately. "Who have I have found out, 1 have actually found
of the country, according to Professor
I
consult with know
l.ecn consulted when important meas- cit, that men
Hugo Muensterberg of Harvard In a
ures of government, like tariff acts, mora than I do especially if I consult
GOOD ROADS MEETING.
statement which is causing much disand currency acta, find railroad acts, with enough of them. I never came
111.,
Springfield,
Jan.
cussion among New York women just
consideration?
The peo- out of a committee meeting or a nm roads advocat-- s from all
were under1
sections of now. In woman's hands, therefore.
ple whom the tariff chiefly affects, krence without seeing more of tlie Illinois met here today to take steps is the
business of tbe
the people for whom the currency Is question that was under discussion than to urge upon the legislature now in United greatest single
vast expendithe
Stales
for
the
who
to
I
I
in.
exist,
people
went
had seen when
And that session the
pay
!!! osfd
for the enact- tures of the aovernment itself are
necessity
ride on the railroads? to my mind is an image of govern- - ment of laws for
ilii' ('iities
highway improve-nientinsignificant beside pm-- a tremendous
V.'hat do (hey know about meut I am not willing to he
Oli i)"'
throughout the Btute. The con- budget. The only rival of houfteUee"?-Iiiiwhose
'
The
matt-.under
tho
patronage of the trusts, ference will continue over tomorrow.
t'.tli
uh nn Indus! rv i arietilttircj. The
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"BROKERS" DEAL

FAIR

IN STOLEN

IIS

STAMPS

PROMOTERS
PANAMA-CALIFORNI-

kind-hearte- d

p

total value of the products of agriculture in the United States is about
ten billions a year. But it should Irt
remembered that that figure is for
the output the finished product of the
farms, while the expenditure of the
housewives is only for the "raw materials" from which by their own labor
and management they create the real
values of the home a finished product can hardly be estimated in financial terms. The Harvard professor
points out that, with such a tremendous business undertaking on their
hands, the women of the country dt
not fit themselves for their highly
technical and professional duties wltl
"that deeper knowledge of the mate
rial, its sources, its effects, lta characteristics, which would be demand- ed of any other large economic transactions." He laments the bargain
craze, and urges more care, not for
the dress of the housekeeper, but for
the dress of the home, which, he says,
Is even more important For all of
which remarks the women of New
York are expressing their thanks to
the learned iprofessor and quietly won-- ,
dering among themselves what kind
of home he is used to peeing in the
neighborhood of Harvard Square.
$30 a Pound for Meat
Thirty dollars a pound for meat is
regarded as a good stiff price, even
in New York in these days of high
cost of living. Yet that was the price
recently paid by ant officer of thai city
of New York, and there has been no
complaint of graft as yet Probably
the explanation is that the meat was
hippopotamus meat and still alive.
For two
baby hippopotamli
the Bronx Zoo paid $15,000 to Carl
Hagenbeck's animal ..catching com
pany, and counted itself well off by
the trade. The baby hippopotamus,
by the way, is not an ordinary hippo

which has not yet grown up. It is a
distinct animal, much smaller than
the giant which is supposed to be the
"Leviathan" of the Book of Joh. Slavers coasting down the gulf of Guinea
two hundred years ago used to bring
back reports of such an animal as thej
dwarf hippopotamus, but tio specimen
ever reached Europe, and it is only
within the last few years that naturalists have become convinced that the
slavers were not deceived by the natives, or authors of some sailorlike
yarns on their own account Some
of the other new beasts at the Zoo,
which now boasts of 4,827 animal
Inhabitants, are a Hamadryas baboon,1
two Bengal tigers, an antelope with
a one prong horn, five hooded seals,
a cheetah and two Tasmanian devils.
Seat In Exchange Sold Cheap
A seat in the Stock Exchange has
just been sold for $50,000. This was
regarded as a wonderful bargain, as It
Is the lowest price paid for a seat
since 1901. But it i causing com
ment in the city, altogether aside from
the congratulations which its purchas
er may be receiving upon his initia
tion into the charmed body. Just as
the prices of stocks on the exchange
are regarded as a sort of barometer,
indicating the prosperity of the coun
try, and whether times are improving
or going to the dogs, just so the price
of a 'Change seat is looked upon as
an index of the condition of the Stock
Exchange Itself. Wall street has been
so severely scored of late, by congress and other outsiders, that it
would be strange if there were no re
sponse in ine street useir, and no
hints of despondency among its habi
tues. With the growing likelihood of
legislation, either state or national, to
regulate the workings of the exchange,
the volume of business and the value
of membership have naturally declin

"

ed.

The highest price ever paid for a

seat was either $96,000 or $94,000
a little matter of a $2,000 Initiation
.

fee was kept a mystery between
buyer
and seller, and neither has ever given away the secret
"

EAST

LAS VEGAS

Convince Every Optic Reader
The frank statement of a
neighbor,
telling true merits of a remedy.
Bids you pause and believe.
The same endorsement
By some stranger far away
Commands no belief at all.
Here's an East Las Vegas-case- .
An East Las Vegas citizen testifies.

Read and be convinced.
P. Ciddlo, 506 Grand
avenue; East
Las Vegas, N .Mex., says: "I am as
strong In my praise of Doan's Kidney
Pills today as when I
publicly testified to their merit two
years ago. I
had a great deal of trouble from
my
back. There was a steady dull
my loins and right side, and
stooping caused sharp twinges. I believe that my work was resoonBibla
for the trouble, as I am obliged to
sit in a cramped position so much of
the tlm. Prompt relief followed the
use of Doa'ns Kidney Pills, the con-- ,
tents of one box completely curing
me."
For sale fcy all dealers. Price 50
cente. Foster-MllburCn rtiiffnin
Xew York, sole agents for the United '
States.
Remember the
name Doan's
and take no other. Adv.
ache-throug-

n

PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
Your druggist will refund money
PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any
case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or
Protruding Piles in 6 to 14 days. 58c.
blongs in every home. Adv.

if
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LAS VEGAS

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

LecS

Vegas

Sayings Bank

Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with the San Migael National Bank

?

Wm. G. Ilaydon
D. W. Kelly

Vice

D. T. Doskios
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President
President
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J. M. Cunningham, President
Frank Springer,

PROOF

ADVERTISED G&&ES8
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his
prod
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his
capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

It Always

Pays

to Duy

Advertised Qoodv

t(,...--

cAd
to emphasize their bulk, would
vey, in the case of tht imperator, an
impression far short qf the truth.
The combined capacity of the largest
three hotels in New York scarcely
con-

10NSTER VESSEL
TO

IKE

FIRST

VOYAGE
THE

WILL REACH
IMPERATOR
NEW YORK HARBOR DURING
THE MONTH OF MAY.

j

Comparative Table of Atlantic
Liners.
Great Eastern, built in 1858,
length 680 feet, 27,000 tons,
7,650 horsepower!
,
built in 1874,
Britanic,
length 455 feet, 8,500 tons, 5,- 500 horespower.
Umbria, built in 1885, length
BOO feet, 10,500
tons, 14,300
horsepower.
Campania, built in 1893,
length 600 feet, 18,000 tons,
30,000 horsepower.
Kaiser Wilhelm der Grosse,
built in 1899, length C25 feet,
20,800 tons, 30,000 horsepower.
Deutschland, built in 1900,
23,600 tons,
length 662 fee
36,000 horsepower.
Kaiser Wilmelm II., built in
1903, length 678 feet,
26,000
tons, 38,000 horsepower.
Adriatic, built in 1907,
length 725 feet, 38,000 tons,
40,000 horsepower.
Lusitania, built in 1907,
length 790 feet, 45O0O tons,
68,000 horsepower.
.in 1908,
Olympic, ' built
length 8C0 feet, 48,000 tons,
72,000 horsepower.
in 1913,
Imperator, hull
length 900 feet, 50,000 tons,
80,000 horsepower.

exceeds 4,000 guests, while the Imperator will carry 5,000 passengers
and will have nearly 1,000 persons
in her crew.
'
Her deck will have the beam of
Hroadway at its widest part 96 feet
She will have 11 decks above the
water line, equal to the height of
of the largest apartment
many
houses. Willi so much space avail
able features are possible that have
never before been introduced
The suites and cabins are to be
in their design and fittings equal to
the rooms in the finest hotels of Europe or America, and families will
be able to cross the Atlantic in almost the same 'privacy as in their
own homes.
There are to be many
dining rooms, the principal one of
which will be in the Louis XVI. style
and will seat more than 600 persons.
Among other luxuries the Imperator has been fitted with three electric elevators, a winter gcrden, summer houses, a theater, gymnasium,
Ritz restaurant, "cottage" cafe,
swimming bath
telephones,
and tennis courts. The swimming
bath is a copy of one unearthed at
Pompeii, with mosaic, lavements, replicas of those discovered at Treves.
According to the announcement of
the Hamburg-Americacompany the
new vessel will insulre her passengers against the terrors of seasickness. This happy condition is to be
brought about by the installation of
the Frahn decks cn board the monster, a device that reduces the motion of a ship to a minimum.
The Imperator will not be a fast
boat, being built more for solid com- Her time
fort than great speed.
across the Atlantic will be In the
neighgorhood of seven days. She
will be equipped with internal combustion engines and two 1,500 horsepower Diesel motors, and will use
oil as fuel.
Marconi apThe most powerful
paratus ever set up at sea will be
installed, the unusual height of her
masts making it possible to receive or
transmit messages across the broad
expanse of the Atlantic ocean. It is
expected that the Imperator will alcommunication
ways be in direct
with either Europe oj America.
ball-(Doo-

n

.

Berlin, Jan, 29. Within less than
four months the largest and most
wonderful ship in the world will
make her appearance in New York
iHamburg-AmericaThe
harbor.
company's new liner Imperator will
sail on her first trip from Hamburg
on Wednesday, May 7, and should
arrive at the American seaport one
week later.
While nothing seems to be impossible with shipbuilders, there are
many bold enough to prophesy that,
so far as size and luxury are concerned, the Imperator will be the last
word in the buVding of merchant
ships. In both tonnage and size the
new vessel surpasses the giant Olympic of the White Star line and her
ill fated sister ship, the Titanic.
The Imperator has a length ifit 900
feet and when complete and fully
laden will displace 50,000 tons. The
term "floating hotel," often applied
to such ships when it is desired to
n

'

"YOUNG JOHN D." GETTING OLD.
New York,
Jan. 29. John D.
Rockefeller, Jr., only son of the
Standard Oil magnate and prospective heir to the bulk of the colossal
fortune possessed by his father, entered upon his fortieth year today,
having been ,born on January 29,
1874, in the family home in Cleveland. Mr. Rockefeller was married in
1901 to Miss Abby Aldrich, daughter
of the Rhode Island senator. The
couple have five children, four of
whom are boys.

BEET

INDUSTRY

HITS

S UGAR

TRUST
COST IS HIGHER IN
REFINERS'
BAILIWICK THAN IN WESTERN CITIES
Chicago, Jan. 28. That the west s
now getting its sugar cheaper thau
New York City and other seaboa"d
points has been brought out here by
a comparison of wholesale prices at
various points from Detroit, Cleveland
and Cincinnati west. This comparison

extends over the past three montta
and shows that throughout this period
Eugar prices in all the principal cities
of the central west and northwest
have been from 10 to 50 points below
actual cash quotations in New York,
This is a striking reversal of conditions from the time when the i.aw
sugar refineries held undisputed Bway
ud
over the entire sugar market
when prices for the rest of the country were invariably made on tho basis of New York quotations with the
cost of transportation added.
During a part of the past three
months the wholesale price of sug.-ilaid down in Chicago from the beet
sugar factories was 4.40 cents per
pound while the quotations of the trust
refineries in New York were 4.90
cents, or a difference, of half a cent
a pound In favor of the western market. This situation has been brought
about by the competition of the beet
sugar factories. There are over 70
of these and nearly all are active competitors in this market. Moreover,
the growth of the beet sugar supply
and the competition which the beet
factories have given to the imported
product have had a marked effect
on all sugar prices and are estimated
by experts to have saved the consumers of the country half a cent a pound
on their sugar during the present season. This situation is interpreted
here as showing the rapid progress of
the interior sugar market toward a
position of complete independence of
the cane sugar refineries and the
steady rise of Chicago as the chief
distributing center of the beet sugar
supply of tie country. With the opening of several new factories and the
consequent extension in the acreage
planted to sugar beets in 1912 the output of the domestic beet sugar crop
in spite of the excessively wet weather which kept down the yield in a
large part of the beet growing territory increased approximately 100,000
over the crop of 19H.
It is estimated here that if no hostile legislation is adopted by congress
in the way of a serious reduction or
the entire removal of the duty on foreign sugar a similar increase will be

OPTIC, WEDNESDAY,

JANUARY

made each year from now on. The
fanners of Ohio, Indiana, Iowa, Min
nesota, Kansas, Nebraska, Montana
and other states in which the industry
has just made i beginning are showing a greater interest in beet growings than ever before on account of
the good effect which they have discovered that the sugar beet has in
increasing the yield of all cereal
crops grown in rotation with it.
An increase of this amount wouldbe no greater proportionately than
has been made by the sugar industry
Fince the beginning of its real growth
which dates back from the adoption of
the Dingley tariff law of 1897, notwithstanding the difficulties attending
the establishment of a new industry
and the necessity of inducing the
farmers to' take up the cultivation of
a new and strange crop. From 1S99
to 1909 the production increased from
less than 80,000 to 500,000 tons, a gain
of between 500 and 400 per cent. If,
however, only the rate of growth recorded in the past two years is maintained it will mean that the present
output will be doubled by 1920 and
that the west will be entirely freed
from dependence upon the cane refiners for its sugar supply.
'

BASEBALL NOTE8.

;

r

Ray Schalk, the brilliant backstop
of the Chicago White Sox, is playing
basketball with the Litchfield, 111.,
team.
New York fans predict that Pitcher
George McConnell will surely be a
winner under the tutorage of Manager Chance next season.
Texarkana, a member of the South
Central league last year, will have
a
leaa team in the
gue the coming season.
Manager George Stallings, of tht
Boston Nationals, will try out Gowdy,
Calhoun, Metz and Meyers for the
first base position with the Braves.
Harry Niles, the former St.

29, 1313.
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TUBERCULOSIS

is Uliolo Sfory
.Yonderful Specific for Sciatica, Lumbago, and a
Cure for Dreaded Articular Rheumatism.
There Is a host of pills, powdera,
and what-no- t
(or rheumatism, but
they all lack the first essential to being
a natural meiMclne. To begin with, rheumatism is pimply a name Riven to designate a vcrlety of pains, and can only ba
reached by irrigating the entire blood supply with a naturally .assimilative antidote. True, the pains may be eased with
narcotics or the acids may be neutralized
for the time being with other acids. But
these merely temporize and do not even
lead to a cure. There Is but one standard rheumatism remedy, and It reflects
the best thought of the day. It Is prepared In the great Swift Laboratory In
Atlanta, Ga., and sold in all drug stores
under the name of S. S. S. at tl.00 a
bottle.
Starvation has been advocated by many
as a cure for rheumatism, and yet 8. S. S.
accomplishes in lact what faddists proclaim In theory and without the punishment of starvation.
Hot springs and
sweating are often recommended, but
S. S. S. does all that is expected of these
expensive and weakening methods.
It is conceded by the closest students
of the subject that rheumatism is caused
in most cases by an acid condition of the
blood and aggravated by the remedies
commonly used for relief. In other cases
rheumatism is the result of nerve depression; in still others it Is the effect of
some scrofulous blood condition, having
been treated with mercury. Iodides, arsenic and other polrmnous mineral drugs.
The recoveries of all these types of
rheumatism by the use of S. S. S. is a
wonderful tribute to the natural efficacy
of this remarkable medicine, for it is assimilated just as naturally, just as specifically, and just as well ordained as the
most acceptable, most palatable and most
readily digested food. Do not fail to
get a bottle of 3. S. S. to day. You will
If your
be astonished at the results.
rheuira'sm Is of such a nature that you
would like to consult a great specialist
confidentially, write to The Swfft Specific
Co., 127 Swift lildg., Atlanta, Ga,
tab-lot- a

Texas-Oklahom-

Louis-Bosto-
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outfielder, has been released
by the Toledo club of the. American
association, to Indianapolis.
e
The first
series of
1913 will start on March 16, when
the Pittsburg Pirates and the Boston
Champions meet at Hot Springs, Ark.
Arlie Latham, the tormer big leaof the baseball
guer and comedian
diamond, has signed up as manager
of the Grand Central Bowling academy, New York.
Presldent' Comiskey, of the White
Sox, is exnecting great work from
his Indian pitcher, George Johnson,
who was a tar in the Western league la3t season.
A band of Chicago rooters, friends,
of Joe Tinker, will journey to Cincinnati to welcome the new manager of the Reds on the opening of the
inter-leagu-

season.
The New England league and the
Eeastern association are planning to

have, a

Class B championship series after the close of the regular season next Septemrter.
Wordl comes from the Red Sox
headquarters tnat all of the world's
champions have signed up except
Pitchers Wood, O'Brien, Bedient, Col
lins and Hall; catchers carrigan,
Thomas and Nurramaker; Infielder
Wagner and Outfielders
Speaker,
Hooper and Lewis. That list comes
very near being the entire Sox outfit.
All of the International
league
teams will go south this spring t
get into condition for the coming sea
son.
Toronto Wll train at Macon,
N. C;
Ga.; Baltimore at
Rochester at Anniston, Ala.; Provi
dence at Durtiam, N. C; Buffalo at
Charlotte, N. C.; Newark at Savannah, Ga.; Montreal at Charlottes
ville, Va., and Je.rsey City will again
o Bermuda.
post-seaso- n
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NOT A GOOD WAY TO TREAT THE
HIRED MAN.

orai a
Join hands to make

The New
Breakfast Porridge

I
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A

tasty blend of Northern

Wheat and Corn

and Southern Rice.

0
"r'-JI- "

"'Tin

1

"j

Sweet, Flavoury, Nourishing.

A Good

Old-Fashion-

ed

Porridge that every

one would relish for

Tomorrow's Breakfast
At Grocers everywhere.
Postum Cereal Co., Ltd., Battle Creek, Mich.

If

The following is taken from the
current issue of Farm and Fireside:
"One day this winter, as I sat by
a fire, the thermometer outside almost at zero and the wind blowing, I
saw pass my home the hired man of
one of my neighbors, with a wagon,
going to town tor a load of coal.
"This neighbor of mine knows
anough farm lore to be a good farmer, and is not a lazy makeshift by
any means, but at times he is a very
poor manager. He lost enough time
last fall, after eeeding, to haul an
abundance of coal for his winter use,
but, instead, was doing something
else of little importance. He was
now paying for some weight in his
coal in the form of snow and ice, to
say nothing of enforcing an unnecessary hardship on his hired help and
team.
"Ho has tiifficulty in keeping good
hired help, although he pays good
He has no more sympathy
wages.
for his hired man than for one of nib
cattle.
"To a, certain extent, hired men inform each other of such facts, and
this makes it difficult for him to hire
at all, except at wages above the
average. He cannot hire at any price
good men that know him, and he is
forced to take the 'leavings', or men
of doubtful character and reputation.
His help often become dissatisfied in
the midst of a busy season and quit
the job when hours count most."

IN

i

MEMORY OF McKINLEY.

Washington. D. C... Jan. 29. rink
ot
carnations adorning the lnp-elsenators, representatives and private
citizens ttuirked the observance today of the seventieth anniversary of
the birth of William McKinley. The
pink carnation was the favorite flower of the late president, and evef
since his tragic death bis friends and
admirers have followed the custom
of wearing one of the blossoms at
each recurring anniversary of b'
birth.

1

!0T CURED BY

BOY'S

SERUM

And Back of Neck, Round and Ma:

of Watery Blisters.
Burned Badly.

Cuticura

OKLAHOMA PEOPLE WHO VISITED BERLIN SAY FRIEDMAN
CURE IS A FAKE.

Itched an

Could Not Sleep

Soap

and

Ofntmer

Cured in One Month.

Three
Oklahomans have Bent from Berlin
messages that the widely heralded
serum cure for tuberculosis which Dr.
Frederick Franz
claims to
have discovered Is not what Americans have been led to believe.
The Oklahomans are Dr. C. T. Rogers, J. B. McCluskey,
banker, and
George C. Butte, attorney, all of Mus
kogee. A cablegram received by the
brother of McCluskey says;
"Don't believe anything. There is
no cure for us, though ne (Dr. Fried- mann) promises us some hope."
McCluskey's brother, who received
the message, said:
"I know my brother and I know
what he means. He means that the
Friedmann cure Is not a fact."
Doctor and Banker Both Are Patients.
McCluskey and Dr. Rogers, both tubercular patients, left Muskogee
more than a month ago for Berlin,
which they reached last Monday. After four days' investigation and interviews they have determined that Dr.
Friedmann cannot cure them.
Dr. Rogers gave his friends here
to understand
that he would not
make any statement until he bad
made a complete' investigation of the
reputed scientific discovery which
promised so much to the world. That
was why he desired another patient
besides himself to be present. He
and McCluskey will return to Muskogee at once, convinced that a cure
for tuberculosis is yet to be discovered.
George C. Butte, a Muskogee attorney, who is taking a course In constitutional law
at the University of
Heidelberg, was commissioned as
representative of several prominent
Oklahomans who are interested In
the cure, either personally or for
close friends, to have a personal in
terview with Dr. Friedmann and to
cable whether in his opinion the cure
is as reported.
He cabled that, in his opinion, it
was not and advised his clients not
to rely upon it.
Butte said the reported cure had
not been given the credence in the
German press that it had acquired in
America. He said that when he
pressed Dr. Friedmann to show him
the serum and explain to him In the
interest of science and of prospective
American patients, the. method of developing the bacilli and Its application he flatly refused.
He stated also that Americans
should not confuse Dr. Friedmann,
who claims to have discovered this
cure, with Professor Friedmann, an
eminent member of the medical faculty of the University of Berlin.
Jan.

Okla.,

Muskogee,

SlILOEi

Vox 183. Downey. Cal. "My little bo.'
of eight years had what they called rlngwon
on his shoulder and the back of his neck. 1
started In a small pimple like a blister anr
kept getting larger till it was the size Of d
dollar. One place was as large as three silvti
dollars. They were round and a mam O ;
watery blisters. Wherever tho water wouli
touch it would cause another blister, com ;
znenclng another tore and so on. It was very
red and angry and would Itch and burn
badly that he could not sleep or In fact B'
Etill at times. He would cry when I woul
touch It. When he would.rub or scratch It
it would look like chopped meat. Hi

29.

clothing irritated it.
I tried many remedies, but Jt kept or,
tpreading and itching. This was all befor
I used Cuticura Soap and Ointment on it.!
After the first treatment with Cuticura Soar
and Ointment be was much relieved, ana:
j
they cured him in one month.
" My husband is a plumber and bis hand
get scratched and cut which means sores if
Dot treated, bo be washes with Cuticura'
Soap and puts Cuticura Ointment on hi.
bands every night and that keeps them
fine."
(Signed) Mrs. Harry West, Aprii
S, 1912.

j

Cuticura Soap (25c.) and Cuticura Oint4
merit (50c.) are kold throughout the world.f
Liberal sample of each mailed free, wlth32-p.- f
d
Skin Book. Address
"Cuticura,!
Dept. T, Boston."?
j
ender-faced
men should use Cuticura'
I
Soap Shaving Stick, 25c Cample tr
post-cor-

has suffered from the diseasj
for some time.
Dr. Frledmann's letter, says Finiay'
was of ,a purely private nature, an
he did not feel at liberty to make I'
public. He added that it dissipate!
all doubts as to the scientist's willing
ness to prove the value of his cur
who

STOMACH

STARVEIIS

EAT ANYTHING

HI

'DIGiSTIO NOR UPSET STOr.
FOR "PAPE'3 DIAPEPSIN"
USERS

ACH

regularly more thau
the Unite
States, Et, gland and Canada tafe
Pape's Dia, pepsin, and realize not onl
immediate, but lasting relief.
This hai mless preparation, will
gest anything you eat and overcom'
Btomac-fiva sour, gaiisy or
minutes afterwards.
If your meals don't fit comfortabl,:
or what y3u eat lies like a lump c
lead in joir stomach, or if you havi
heartburn, that is a sign of ind'so
tion.
Get from your pharmacist a fift;,
cent ase of Pape's Diapepsln arr
take a dose Just as soon as you car
There vlll be no sour risings, z
food mlxe1
belching of undigested
with acil, no stomach gas or bear
burn, fullness or heavy feeling in th"
stomach, uausea, debilitating boa
aches, diadness or intestinal grlpln.
This will all go, and,
tuai
will be no sour food left over in tt
stomaU Ui poison your breath wit
nauseous odors.
Pape's Diapepsln is a certain cur;
for
stomachs, becauaa i
takes hold of your food and digests s
Just the same as If your stomac
wasn't there.
Relief In five minutes from a
stomach Misery is waitins for 7',
at any drug store.
These large fifty cent cases contaL
more than sufficient
to thorocgbi'
cure almost any case of dyapcpBla, r.
digestion or any other stomach diso

yar

Every

million stomach suffers in

,

Will Come to America.

New York, Jan.

letter received

According to a

23.

by Charles E. Finlay,

president of the Aetna National bank
of this city. Dr. F, F. Friedmann, the
German scientist who claims to have
discovered a cure for tuberculosis,
will arrive here on February 5 to put
his discovery to a test. Finlay has
offered the doctor $1,000,000 If the
treatment proves successful.
The condition of the award Is that
the cure must be demonstrated on
several patients. ' One of these Is to
be Rex Lee Paris, Finlay's
der.

Adv.

son-in-la-

CLEAN YOUR LIVER AND
.

OF BOWELS WITH

30 FEET

"SYRUP

OF FIGS"

MORE EFFECTIVE THAN CALOME L, CASTOR OIL. OR SALTS;
GENTt
CLEANSES THE STOMACH, LIVER AND BOWELS WITHOUT
NAUSEA OR GRIPING
CHILDREN
DEARLY LOVE IT.

.

You know when your liver is bad,
when your bowels are sluggish. You
feel a certain dullness and depression,
perhaps the approach of a headache,
your stomach gets sour and full of
gas, tongue coated, breath foul, or you
You say, "I am
have Indigestion.
bilious or constipated and I must take
something tonight.
Most people shrink fiom a physic
they think of castor oil, calomel salts
cr cathartic pills.
It's different with Syrup of Figs.
Its effect is as that of fruit; of eating
coarse food; of exercise. Ta! e a t 1

tonight nntl
have tali en
wht 'i f'.l
ter, h' ir
Eiovs

o a

cause Injury.
If yottr child

.

.
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1

Is erosw, sick bt
feverish, or Its little stomach Bnr
tongue floated, give gyrvtp of p!;- em-eIt's really all ni- -t is nerfnd '
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ing else cleanses and regulates j
sour, disordered stomach, toi y, t
and thirty feet of waste-cloed
els like pentle, effective Syrup of T:
Don't think you are dniRr.lng' yourst '
1'efns composed entirely of liwUn
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THE BOXERS.

o All

Mike Schreck, the
weight, has quit the boxing game and
taken up wrestling.
Johnny Summers, the welterweight
champion of England is on his way
to Australia to engage in five battles.
Another bout between Matt Wells
and Hughle Mehegan, the Australian
lightweight, will be staged In London, February 24.
Heavyweight Champion Phil Schlossberg will be out of
the navy in eight months and will
then take up boxing as a profession.
old-tim- e

heavy-

JJ

o

i
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ON ALASKA ESKIMO LIFE and KLONDI KE GOLD FIELDS 11
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THRONE

BATTLE OF CROOKED CREEK WAS THERE IS NO DANGER OF SPAIN
BECOMING A REPUBLIC
PARTICIPATED IN BY PROM
SAYS MINISTER.
INENT OFFICERS

RECEIVES
CLUB
COMMERCIAL
INQUIRIES REGARDING THE
MONTEZUMA. PROPERTY.

WITH

'

HOLD ONTO HIS

SOLDIERS ARE

OE POPULAR

Pub!ied

LFONSO SURE

4.4,4.

Rev. Francis Barnum S.
In Alaska For
A
Eight Years

Missionary

J.

FOR. THE' BENEFIT OF THE

rj CHRISTIAN

BROTHERS' SCHOOL

Jan. 29. Antonio Maura,
former prime minister and until recently leader of the conservative party in Spain, informed a correspondent that he is retiring from political
8 P. M. SUNDAY FEBRUARY 2nd., 1913
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
life at the earnest entreaty of nls
New York, Jan. 29. Bidding up of
family, to spend the remaining years
of his life in quietness. He considers selected stocks failed to strengthen
TICKETS FIFTY CENTS TO ANY PART OF THE ROUSE
that his notions of governing this the general market and the downward
15
most "ungovernable nation," as he movement gained momentum as the
3b6 Wwi
"Gentlemen: My family and my
MUSIC BY
65
Dae Month
has characterized it, do not coincide day advanced. The. breaking off of
self contemplate taking a trip this
r
Due Year
with present day ideas prevalent In peace' negotiations in London, the spec
summer and we are desirous of know
tacular fluctuation in Can stocks and
Daily by Mall
Spain.
the
in
offers
way
what
Las
Vegas
ing
more
no
crown
The
has
Dne Year
Spanish
disappointment of those who had ex
of hot baths. Also are they easily
he
I."
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servant
faithful
than
Six Months
loyal
Las
Kindly
pected larger Steel earnings all conreached from
Vegas?
Baid. ;"My act of renunciation has tributed to1 the heavy tona
some
information
me
regarding
give
brought a veritable hornets' nest
Standard, stocks scored their heaviyour little city and accept my thanks
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
about my head. My name, my charac est losses, there being few selling orin
advance.
GROWER
ter and my fame have been stained ders of consequence in the specialties
"Very truly yours,
Due Year
with mud and smirched with false
A fractional pi.rt of the morning deFOOTE."
E.
"MRS.
it.
.
out
lix Months
but my conscience is clear. My cline was made up before the market
" the
hood;
Commercial
Some time ego
events
Overshadowed by the greater
decision to retire Is irrevocable and became almost stagnant Harvester
club took up the idea of
of the Civil war, this Indian battle has
only in the event of King Alfonso re declined five points following yestr-day'- s
.CiiBU in Advance Tor Mall Subscrip- the baths at the
Hot Springs. A been almost
forgotten. It was unique,
my services in a moment of
quiring
rise in the stock on the incor
tions)
committee was appointed for the pur- however, iu the fact that five officers
neRemit by draft, check or money pose of forming a company to fin in the battalion later became generals importance would I reconsider my
poration of a second New Jersey comder. K sent otherwlBO we will no ance the project. It was thought that in the Confederate army, Van Dom, cjsion and return once more .to po pany.
services at
to responsible for loss.
not any large amount of money Kirby Smith, G. B. Cosby, Fitzhugh litical life, placing my
Completion of early large speculative
""v
xmummn
his majesty's disposition.
ifumn yi'imn
springs Lee and M. M. Kimmel.
Specimen copies free on appllca- would be needed, as the
operations left' the market in an
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rumors
"All
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contrary,
recondition and trades were
would be opened at first upon a small
"
Chief Buffalo Hump and his band of
.
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ern Pacific and Can were strong, but
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then to lament deeply my the rest of the list was lower.
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ready for occupancy. It was believed Second cavalry, then stationed at enough
determination,, ana he honored me
PAID FOR
such a plan would prove a success
The market closed heavy. TentaRadzlminski, near what Is now greatly by expressing
Camp
satisfaction
efforts to mark up prices were
tive
from the start and later would result
Okla., was detailed the duty with my devotion and services to his
are guaranteed the in the reopening of the Montezuma Snyder.
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abandoned when a slight rise brought
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out more liberal offerings. Can and
ri?eat dally and weekly circulation hotel.
band.
"My illustrious friends, Don Ed Southern Pacific returned to their best
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The committee took up with the
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the lands upon the mesa as an asset which it was appointed, the formation a valley of Crooked creek in the south member the conservative party. They
by the four members of the legislawas
Chicago, January 29. Wheat
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while excavating for a, house, a fel
of Wilburn, southmiles northwest
western Ford county, some skeletons
were unearthed.
It is believed they are the bones of
Indians killed in one of the severest
tattles fought on Kansas soil, and yet
one which has been almost forgotten.
In the southwestern corner of Ford
ccuuty, about eight miles due north of
Fowler, and three miles northwest of
the town of Wilburn is the battle field
of "Crooked Creek." Here, on May 6,
1839, was fought an engagement be
tween the Second cavalry, commanded
by Major Earl Van Dora, and a hostile band of Comanche Indiana.
The Indians were literally
wiped
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Thull, who was a visitor in
the city yesterday, returned
this
morning to his home in Watrous.
Fred S. Curtis, s
known traveling man from til Paso, Tex., was a
business visitor In'the city today.
Charles F. Lambert arriv-sin the
city last evening Irom bis home in
Raton, and was a ousiness visitor
'
i f.
here toddy. ' '
Mrs. Charles 0'iMalley
plans to
leave tomorrow for Denver where she
will spend several weekB taking a
course' in muBid. ' "'' '
Captain W, F. Brunton, who has
been a visitor in the city for several
days, left this, afternoon
for his
ranch at "Shoemaker.
W. J. Stehle,
representing the Morris Packing company of Albuquerque,
was in the city today on bis regular
weekly visit to' the trade. 7
Miss faelen Kelly, ' who has been
visiting in Albuquerque and Santa Fe
for several days, is expected to return to Las Vegas this evening.
W. C. Kefser, grievance man for
firemen of the Santa Fe Railway company, with headquarters in Topeka,
Kan., was a visitor in the city today.
Walter Haywarif of the Graaf and
Hayward company returned last
evening from a several days' cattle
buying tri; In the country below tne

e.
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Safety was the first consideration in the designing and
struction of our Safe Deposit and Storage Vaults. They are
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JUNIOR BOYS ARE BENEFIT

PERSONALS

Will continue until February

VEGAS DAILY

The boys of the junior class of the
are all ready for their exhi
bition
Thuieday night They had
their last practice last night. Direc
tor LeNoir is well satisfied with their
showing and says that those who at
tend the exhibition will be agreeably
surprised at the splendid work of
the youngsters. This class has had
a remarkable growth in the past two
months, jumping from 18 to 42 boys
and still increasing. The .fact that
the director has had several years'
experience in boys' work and coupled
with the fact of his real interest in
boys, this department of the Y. M. C.
A. work is revealing to many parents
of Las Vegas the vital need' of the
association in this community.
A
neat program is being gotten out for
the occasion. On the front cover is
the announcement of the event mentioned and a statement of "Our
Aims," which is as follows:
Y. M. C. A.

On Tuesday evening of next week
the Woman's Club of Las Vegas will
hold a big dance at the armory. Arrangements for the dance are now
being completed by the finance committee of the club, which has this af
fair in charge. The dance, which Is to
be the last large social affair in Las
Vegas before Lent, should be attended by everbody, as the proceeds are
to be used in a good cause, going toward the building of a road from Hot
Springs boulevard to the Masonio cem,

WATER PROOF

FIRE PROOF

MOB PROOF

And afford complete protection to

the property

For further information kindly telephone Main
inspect the vaults at 6th. and Douglas.

of each patron.
51

or call and

PEOPLE'S BANK & TRUST CO.

etery. The finance committee of the
Woman's club la making every effort
CAPITAL
to have a large
attendance at the
$106,000.00
SHOES
dance and everybody in Las Vegas is
NEW IDEA 10c Patterns
cordially invited to be present. Tickets
PHONE MAIN 104
will be $1 per couple and are being
za
sold by members of the club.
In many towns ard cities the civic
Improvement leagues have done a
C. S. PInckel of Albuquerque was
GOVERNMENT MAY END
tremendous amount of good1. The a visitor in the city today.
Las Vegas organization expects to do
Our Alms.
its share. To be successful funds are
CASE THIS AFTERNOON mesa.
1.
To reveal physical weakness in needed.
Mrs. Dolorltas Domlnguez left last
Everybody is urged to at- WHERE HORACE MADE SONG
time
correction.
for
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for
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1 1
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And
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1.00
to Grewibergor, William Haydon, Os Noither club, however, has set any managed to scrape the seod from the
Success and Circle
50
borne Hnydon, Carl Ilfeld, Max Ilfold, figures and It 1ms not been decided brush with a knife and a hoe, after
25
Marshall Johnson, Frederick Moore, that they would actively bid against which he made his brooms. He made
McClures
1.50
90
the complete broom, including the
Charles Schille, Canos Spless, Ben the earlier offers from western clubs.
Youths Companion
1 .00
2. 00
handles, and grew his own flax for the
JenIn
circles
athletic
Strickfadden, Harold Stowell,
generally twine, the whole costing him little.
National
1.50
90
nings McMillan, Orvllle Nagle, Hen Thorpe's confession to having played Believing that his neighbors would rery Nanm, Joe Nahm, Harry North, professional summer baseball for two fuse to buy the new kind of broom,
Name.
Jay Palmer, Ray palmer, Robert Pow- seasons before going to Carlisle, has Dickinson in 1799 peddled his brooms
You may use an old favorite recipe and the best of materials and make it
In
Williamsburg, Ash Held and Coners, Richard Raj'nolds, John Reed, been followed
apparently by more
Address
carefully, the oven may be iust right, yet you will have a failure if
Kenneth White, Merle Williams, Ray symimthy than censure although his way. The next ymr he carried them '
to Pittsburg. The new brooms took.
i I
"The Power behind the Dough i not the right one to leaven it properly
mond Wright and Robert Zingg.
case Is regarded as serious. Notwith for as soon as
housewives found how
The exhibition will begin at 8:15 standing reports that Swedish sport- much better
i and make it light, digeslible, wholesome.
were over the o!J
they
o'clock sharp and the public is cor- ing authorities favor letting the case husk or birch broom
TO FOIL BLACK HAND
Good baking without good baking powder is out of, the question.
of deaUi have i
they would buy
K C Baling Powder ha) wonderful leavening power, and ihe double action
dially Invited. The boys are charging drop, with Thorpe's confession it is no other. Other men went into the
2D.
Jan.
Pueblo,
Colo.,
An ar.ii Black and about Ct) of ihe f iuka tt bav
in the bowl and in the oven mate good result doubly certain.
five cents per foot and are making a understood that the Amateur Athletic business and a new industry was born
in
h t. 1
Dickinson
has
Hadley.
until
11543, Hand. society
been formed bf Ita- ganisad ta proim-- t tu .
lived
strenuous effort to fill the gymnas union will adhere to its announced In
Take no chance ot failure ate K C
ia h- - . I
to see the Hadley or corn lian farmers
practice
long
enough
r :
;
ium
with six footers.
tention of returning the troubles broom In use all
residing in the Avondale ever one of j;- v
una have "good luck" every time.
over the country,
i
3 I
hiv.h Thorpe won in Stockholm at the and tbo same
At all CrtH.nr$,
and Yinfrland sections near L,ro fitt- ed r ;. c r.. !
.
broom, with ImproveTm& Ti. v??sm.
ment a, Is still In ubo."
Olympic games last summer.
ers' demnDding mony undr jt..." y his r V. c
jj
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GLITTER OF GOLD LtCE.
OF CHATTEL MORTGAGE
New York, Jan. 29 The imaginaSALE
is hereby given: That I, H. tion falters when it attempts to fore-

NOTICE

Koike

tell the grandeur and magnificence
uniforms
of gold lace,
and bubbling spirits which will be
anniverseen at the
sary ball of New York's famous OU
Guard in Madison Square Garden to
morrow night The Interior of the
Garden is being transformed for the
occasion into ft scene resembling an
army camp. All the arena boxes are
to be floored over and rows of tents
erected upon the platforms bo
formed. Some of these tents are reserved for the- governors of states
and their military staffs, others for
the commanding officers of the visit
ing military bodies.
Many famous military organizations will attend the function. Among
those that will he represented try
delegations of officers in rich and
brilliant uniforms will be the Putnam Phalanx of Hartford, the Ancient and Honorable Artillery of Boston, the Governor's Foot Guards of
ContiNew Haven, the Worcester
nentals, the Minute Men of WashingBlues of Richton, the Richmond
mond, Va., the Providence Light In
fantry, the State Fencibles of Phila
delphia, and the Second Heavy Bri
gade Canadian Garrison Artillery of
Montreal.
22nd day of March, 1913 at 10 o'clock
cash
for
bidder
m.
a.
to the highest
Mrs. A. R. Tabor, of Orlder. Mo., had
one Velie Automobile, Model A, Num-le- r been troubled with sick headache for
1S5:
about five years, when she began tak
The proceeds of this said sale will ing Chamberlain s Tablets. She nas
taken two bottles of them and the?
le applied to the payment of the afore-Bal- have
cured her. Sick headache is
note
in
the
princi caused
promissory
by a disordered stomach for
pal sum of $520.00 together with in which these tablets are especially in
terest thereon at the rate of eight tended. Try tliem, get well t.nd staj
per cent per annum from the 17th
day of October, 1912 to the 22nd day
Here in a remedy that will cure your
of March, 1913, said interest amount cold.
Why waste time and money ex
In
the
to
fees
$17.35,
attorneys'
ing
perimenting when you can get a pre- sum of $53.73 and all other proper
" 'li i has
a world-widr
ost3 and expenses arising out of this reputation by ' jb cures of this disease
and can always be depended upon?
foreclosure and sale.
It is known everywhere as Chamber
Dated at Las Vegas, New Mexico, Iain's
Cough Remedy, and Is a medi
this 29th day of January 1913.
cine of real merit For sale by ali
IL G. COORS,
dealers. Adv.

1 Coors, under and by virtue of a
duly signed,
and delivered on the
fe5u)owledged
SOth day of October, 1912, by 13. H.
Mitchell, mortgagor, to said H. O.
Coors, Mortgagee, to secure the payment of the sum of $520.00 with in
terest thereon at the rate of eight
per cent per annum from the 17th day
of October, 1912 until paid, as evi
denced by a, certain promissory note
executed and delivered by said B. H.
Mitchell on the 17th day of October
1912 to said H. G. Coops, said note be
ing in the principal sum of $520.00
and being due and payable on the
Iflth. day of January, 1913, the above
said chattel mortgage being duly filed
for record on the 81st day of October,
1912 at 4 o'clock p. m; in tht office of
the county clerk and recorder of San
Miguel county, New Mexico, and duly
recorded therein In Boole 11 of Records of Chattel Mortgages at Page
311; Default having heretofort been
made in the payment of said above
described promissory note, Will Sell
at public vendue in front of the off.ee
of the Coors Lumber company, at the
corner of Main street and Railroad
avenue In the City of Las Vegas, San
Miguel County, New Mexico, on the

certain chattel mortgage,

multi-cclore-

d

e

1

9

Mortgagee.
WANTS TARIFF ON SHOES.
Washington, D C., Jan. 29 Fear
that foreign producers would Invade
and Injure the American market was
expressed today in the testimony on
the shoe and leather schedule of the
tariff before the house committee on
ways and means. Representatives of
the National Shoe Wholesalers' asso
ciation and other trade organizations
spoke in opposition to any change in
the tariff on shoes and leather.

HOW'S THIS?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re

ward for any case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the past 15 years,
and believe him perfectly honorable
in all business transactions and fin
ancially able to carry out any obliga
tions made by his firm.
NATIONAL BANK OP COMMERCE,
Toledo, Ohio,
Hall's Catarrh Cure la taken inter
nally actiag directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
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eighty-sevent-

LIFE

in

Spend Their Time Playing
Cards, Listening to Professional
Story-Telleand
Eating
Perfume Baths Taken,1

Constantinople. Hospitality amOKt
the Turks is carried to a fine art. A
short time ago it was my privilege,
writes a correspondent, to spend some
weeks in the harem of the
of one of Turkey's greatest generals,
whose leg, shot off In the battle of
Plevna, was burled in a cemetery side
by side with the body of his grand
child. My hostess knew nothing but
Turkish. She was young, beautiful
and happy. Sixty slaves were always
ready to do her bidding not slaves
In our sense of the word, but more
like adopted children.
The square, spacious house stood In
a lovely garden, and was divided into
f
two portions,
(the haremllk)
occupied by women and the other
half (the salamlik) by men. The
sofas and chairs in the drawing-roowere covered with red and yellow
silk, and here ladles and slaves, all
wearing loose garments like dressing
gowns, sat for hours chatting or playing cards or backgammon, or listen
ing to the tales of the mlradjus, the
They
professional women
have no regular hours for meals,
snacks of food being brought to them
at all hours. They did not sit at table
where the host enin the dining-room- ,
tertained his friends and where foreign ladies were admitted!
Visits to a harem are looked upon
as an indefinite thing. Some of the
ladies staying in the house had arrived with a small bundle of clothe
for a few days and had stayed on
more than a year. On an embroidered carpet in one corner of the room
a large tray on short legs held all
courses of each meal, placed there before the repast began. Women, old
and young, m picturesque, flowing
garments and swathed heads, handed
delicious stews, one or two meats,
and vegetables and rice in every form.
The windows opened from the in
side, behind wooden, immovable lat
tices. Flower baths were a great institution. There were baths of rose
leaves and baths of heliotrope rose
petals were rubbed In the hair and
son-in-la-

one-hal-

FIGHTS

5S

Opera

Special Engagement of the flost Popular Romantic Play on the American Stage

The United Play Co. (Inc.)
PRESENT GRACE HAY WARD'S

m

c

r. Wealthy Turkish Family.

scalp and over the whole body. The
ordinary Turkish baths were built
away from the house and seemed to
be occupied all day long. Until the
age of twelve boys remain In the
harem. At thirteen or fourteen girls
don the tchartchaf or veil and are
considered fit for marriage.
There is many a bride of fifteen
with a husband of seventeen. Marriages are arranged by the two families; the bridegroom does not see the
brld until after th marriage ceremony, when he raises the veil. If he
omit to do this she remains his official wife only In name. Each Turk
is allowed by the Koran to have four
legal wives, but moat of them now
adays are satinlled with one.

"FAT

JOB"

IS

DISCOVERED

$9,000 Position In Missouri Is
vived After a Lapse of Thir-

Re-

teen Years.

.
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A Blood

Bubbling Heart Leadine Story of Love
and Adventure In a Whirlwind of Surprising
scenes.
Notable

Miss Luiszita Valentine

Cast-Inclu- ding

and fir. Lawrence Evart
Production Complete to the minutest Detail

PRICES
Seals

-

A.

ADVERW.

S0c-Sl.00-31.-

50

Heady Tuesday, Feb. 4 at Murplicy's

Drugstore

DORADO

LODGE

M.

Regular communication first and
vara Thursday in
each month.1 Visiting
brothers cordially invited. Wb. P. Mills.
M., H. S .Van Petten, Secretary.

.

NO.

1

KNIGHT8 OF
TH I AS Meets
Monday eve
in
Castl

ery
ning

Hall.

Vlsitlnj
Knights ar cord)
ally Invited. Chaa
I.'ebachner, Chaa

-

2, O. E.

Meets first and tnird Fridays
at 7:30 p. m. in Masonic Temple,
Mrs. J. O. Rutledge, Worthy Matron; Mrs. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
Telephone Main 329.

Wanted
WANTED Dressmaking by the day.
Mia. Rainey, Box 717 Old Town.
WANTED

Reliable woman to assist
with nursing at Las Vegas hospital.

For Rent

FOR RENT Furnished house, modern, Eighth and Washington. In"You'll probably have to take it up
Herbert W. Gehrlng.
quire
with her secretary."
ter?"

o'clock.
are
Vlshlng
cordially welcoma J. C. Wertz,
president; J. T. Buhter secretary; No.
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
No.
No.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA No.
Meet In the Forest of brotherly
love at Woodmen of the World hall,
on the second and fourth Fridays
of each month at 8 p..m. C. H.
Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk.

J.

mT)

V

FOR RENT Two room
house, 921 Lincoln.

.

.

.

Depart

9:10 p. m
11:05 p. m
2:05 a. m
1:45 p. m

9:15
11:05
2:10
2:10

p. m
p. m

WEST BOUND
1:20 p. m
1:45 p.
6:10 a. m
6:15 a.
4:30 p.
4:(20 p. m
6:35 p. m
7:00 p.

1

3

7. ..

a. m
p. m

.

9

m

m
m
m

ATTORNEY
HUNKER

& HUNKER

George H.i Hunker Chester A. Hunt.)
Visiting members are especially
Attorneya-at-Lawelcome and cordially invited.
Las Vegas.
New Mexfc

FOR RENT Two or tbree light
housekeeping rooms; furnished or
unfurnished. 303 Grand.

PUTTING HIM WISE

EAST BOUND

Arrive

8

Ladies or gentlemen desiring employment at good pay. Call
room 32 La Pension, between 6:30
and 9 o'clock p m.
"Will you take my card to your sister and tell her I would like to
speak to her on a very Important mat-

LOCAL TIME CAKO

No. 2.
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO. No. 4
102 Meea every Monday
night at No. 8
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue,at No. 10

WANTED:

furnished

E. ROSENWALD
LODGE NO. 54L
I. O. of B. B. Meets
every first

Tuesday of
rooms of
FURNISHED ROOMS, home comforts,
o'clock p.
no sickness. '803 Jackson.
cordially
President;
rotary.

OENTISTS

the month

In the vestry
DR. E. L. HAMMOND, DENTIST.
Crockett Building.
Temple Monteflore at 8
m. Visiting brothers are Office Telephone
Main ill
Invited.
Isaac Appel, House Telephone
Main 1M
Charle Greenclay, Seel
DR.

F. B. HUXMANN

Dentist

Dental work of any description at
Five room house at 1033 KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN-CINO. 804. Meets second and moderate prices.
Fourth street.
fourth Thursday in O. R. C. Hall, Room 7 Center Block. Tel. Main 136
East Las Vegas, Ni M.
Pioneer building.
Visiting memFOR SALE Household furniture. 811
are
Invited'.
bers
Richard
cordially
National .venue.
Devine, G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.

FOR BALE Two mares, one sorrel
and one brown, Saturday at 10 a.
hand?"
m. at city hall. Ben Coles.
"Not In the least, but you ought to
know that Isn't the proper plaev
FOR SALE AT ONCE Good uprignt
That's where you put the ring."
piano and hpuseholo furniture. Mrs.
J. P. McDonald, 1023 Lincoln. TeleFROM EXPERIENCE
phone Purple 622.
"Do you mind

DUNCAN SAT. FEB. 8
House

Hi:

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. 4. EL

4

TISEMENTS

FOR SALE Two good1 family cows,
fresh two months. Inquire Optic.

USED THE WORLD OVER TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DMT.

",-.-

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

S.

itJlx

U.

1

Summer Quarters of

25c.

CAFl

eac-mont-

FOR TONIGHT.

Look

AND

FOR SALE

That Is

on every box.

CLASSIFIED

I'll A NT

Five cent per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line. LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
cellor Commanded
Reg'--I
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
No ad to occupy leas space than two
Harry Martin, Keeper of Records
.
jlular conclave aeo. d Tuea-V- " and Seal.
tell you she was pt-h- llnea. All advertl mentt charged
'y
,ack real mean when be will be booked at apace actually aat,
day In each, month at Macalli i.
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. G. H. F. O. E.
without regard to number of worda.
Meets first and third Tuea
"Yes."
KlnkeL E. C; Chas. Tamme, ReCash In advance preferred.
each month at Wood
day
evenings
"Well, she sang lor him all evencorder.
men Hall. Visiting brothers cordl
ing."
He didn't deserr
"My, oh, my!
ally invited to attend. A. M. Adlet.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROYthat brutality."
President: E. C. Ward,. Secretary
AL ARCH MASONS RegUar con
vocation first Monday In L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second an
FORMALITY
each month at Masonic
fourth Thursday evening
Temple, a 7:30 p. m. M,
at W. O. W. Hall. Vismnj-brother- s
R. Williams, H P., F. O
cordially invited. Dr. ti
W. Houf, Dictator;
Blood, Secretary.
J. Tbornhlti
Secretary.
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN I.
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO.

ft

'Tl

R

sr

remember the full name.

w

FOR

A

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

COLUMN
RATES

BEST

LOtlOy

CHAPMAN

I

T,

TOE

WANT

story-teller-

There Is Only One

Always

THE OPT.IC

a Turk

Women

1

For Sate

Leach Cross vs. Young Shugrue, 10
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
rounds, at New York.
per bottle. Sold by all druggists.
Pal Brown vs. Patsy Drouillard, 8
Take Hall's Family Pills for con
Ktipatlon.
rounds, at Windsor Ont.

ior this signature

TRUE TO HER WORD

lie

Hospitality and Luxury
ish Home.

29, 19!3.

St. Louis. A Btute appointive office,
with fees estimated at $9,000 a year,
which has been overlooked for 13
years, was filled for the first time with
the appointment by State Auditor Gordon of Thomas Bond, a young attor
ney, as the auditor's local counsel in
the collection of the collateral inher
itance tax. How the lucrative position
had been overlooked so long, politicians are at a loss to understand.

If

I

kiss

your

LOST

A brindle Boston bull dogr

to the name of Shake.

turn to

Reward.

FOR SALE Household
oods, farming Implements, 1 Bal" wagon, 1
sulky buggy, ,1 single harness, 1
set double harness, 34 chickens, 2
horses, 2 rolls chicken wire, Mrs.
P. C. Nisson, North Fourth street

Lost
j

Mr. New Wed A wife Is a gift from
heaven. We get the sunlight and the
gentle rain from heaven.
Mr. Old Wed And also the thunder

B.

P. o.

ELKS Meet second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks home on Ninth street
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers are cordially Invited. P. D.
Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon, Secretary.

Adv.

Persons troubled with partial paralysis are ofen very much benefited
the affected parts
by massaging
'
thoroughly when applying Chamber
Iain's Liniment. This liniment also
relieves rheumatic pains. For sale by'
all dealers. Adv.

RETAIL PRICES
2,000 lbs. or More, Each Delivery
to 2,000 'be., Each Delivery
200 Iba. to 1,000 lbs.; Each Delivery
200 Iba., Each Delivery
60 Iba. to
Leta than 6J lbs. Each Delivery

1,000 Iba.

-

LOST A brindle bull pup. with white
face and feet about 1 months old.
Return to 612 Main street. Reward.
SEEM

20c per 100
25c per 100
30c per 100
40c per 100
50c

per

lbs.
lbs.
Iba.
Iba.

100 Iba.

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

Business,-Director-

y

storms.

OF COURSE NOT

ANT Ads
Are Best

PETER P. MACKEL

feat

Bide Plaza

H.

Pellets, One of Which
Had Began to Sprout, From
Ear Tube,

Doctor Remove

O.

...

general
20

Bicycle and

Repairing

FRAMING

St

Sisth

Old Town

YOUNG

Lock and Gunsmith
PICTURE

A

SPECIALTY

East Las Vegas.

Automobi!e( Carriage &
"Well, it's impossible
to please
everybody In this world, isn't ItT"
"Can t say; I Mvor tried it"

a i a ii pfiiiiTitia
HERMAN
N.

429

Market Finders

AND SIGN PAINTING

HOUSE

lardwood Finishing, Papvr Haaalna
and GUulng.
Estimate Cheerfully Given,

TWO BEANS TAKEN FROM MAN

San Bernardino, Cal. Two beans,
one of which had sprouted into an
embryo plant, were removed from the
head of a Mexican laborer here by Dr.
H. V. Beeson. For months the man had
complained of severe pains. The beans
had entered his head through his left
ear. The growing plant was nearly an
inch long, and apparently had flourished in the ear tube.

Re-

H. W. Kelly's residence, 825

Sixth street.

otiver

I.

If vour children are subject to at
tacks of croup, watch for the first
Give Chamber
O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. symptom, hoarseness.
lain's Cough Remedy as soon as the
every Monday evening at child becomes hoarse and the attack
their hall on Sixth street All visit- may be warded off. For sale by all
ing brethren cordially Invited to at dealers. Adv.
tend. J. D. Frledenstlne, N. G.;
When you want a reliable medicine
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
for a cough or cold take Cahmber- Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer; laln's Cough Remedy. It can always
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery tniBtee.
be depended upon and is pleasant and
safe to take. For sale by all dealers.

0,

Grand

Ave

Classified ads. search out the people to whom among all of
those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing Is worth moat.
That property you want to aell is WORTH MOST to aomeoa
the ada. In this newspaper and would never hear of
your property unless It were advertised here.
who reads

Others, who read and ana f er ads. in this newspaper want (and
are anxious to pay cash for) books, automobiles, used machinery
and furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers of all
sible sorts of things, they have come to be finders of the best
,

pos-
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Opportunity Is Knocking at Your Door. Throw Open the Portal and
Seize Her Before She Flits, As It Is Stated She Never Comes But Once.

he Has

a Wooderfu 0

r

The Daily Optic and Either the Woman's liome Companion, McClure's Magazine or
the National Sportsman, the newspaper by carrier and the periodical by mail, for $7.50

per year IN ADVANCE.
The Daily Optic and either of the three p eriodicals, all by mail, $6.50 per year IN
ADVANCE.
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OB. ROBERTS TO WRITE

LOCAL NEWS

Oleomargarine
MARIGOLD

Light automobile lamps this
ing at 6:08 o'clock.

BRAND

Try a dram jf Old Taylor
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

Equal to the Finest Creamery Butter
,

Taichert'B
avenue.

OfCbicase

Mrs. H. S. Van

PREFERABLE TO MOST BUTTER.

Petten will

open a

dancing class, Saturday afternoon, at
2 o'clock, February 1, at O. K. C. hall.
Adv.

Per Pound 25c

Friday evening at the New Mexico
Hospital for the Insane there will be
a dance for the patients of that Institution. The Simison orchestra will
furnish the music.

Ike Davis

This evening at the Elks' club the
Witten and the Trumbull teams will
roll their bowling game on the club
alleys. The game will commence at
8:30 o'clock. AH Elks and their ladles are cordially invited to attend.

The Cash Grocer

Tomorrow evening at the Elks' club
will be held an informal dance. Every visiting Elk and local Elk, togeth-

er with their ladies, are cordially

FANCYJlBXICO

Tomatoes

is demonstrating a fine line
of first quality
FRENCH HAIR GOODS

at the Emporium Millinery
If you have any difficulty in
matching your hair, no matter what
texture, Miss Present can match it
accurately in finest grades at lowest
eastern wholesale prices. A specialty made in matching difficult
shades such as grays, whites, blondes
or auburns.

TREE

DEMONSTRATIONS

in

latest styles of hair dressing.
Old switches remade

and

comb-

ings made up

THE EMPORIUM

54

SIXT

(

STREET

Until Monday Ewe., February 3rd.
Everybody is welcome whether you
buy or not

,.

''if.
si

it

e.

Automobiles,

etc,,
'";'K

etc.

Used in Nearly Every Public
Building in Las Vegas

Ask Us To Demonstrate It

J. C. 'JOHNSEN &SON
Exclusive Local

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assasitant Cashier.

Two marriage licenses were issued
this morning at the court house. The
Regular dance at P. B. hall tonight, couples made happy are Beatrix Ta- Adv.
pia, aged 22, of San Miguel, and Fila- delfo Tafoya, aged 23, of San Jose;
The infant child of Mr, and Mrs. Ysabel Duran, aged 22, and Lucio
A local marketman has for sale Thomas Lipsett is
reported to be ill. Torrez, aged 21,' both of Cerrito.
some June chickens raised on one of
the nearby mesa ranches, which,
Do not overlook Taichert's shirt
Deputy Sheriff Felipe Lopez yester
when dressed, weighed eight pounds. sale. It Is of importance to you.
day lodged in the stato penitentiary
These are exceptionally large "birds" Adv.
at Santa Fe Tomas Valdez, colorei,
j'.
and are another demonstration of the
who was arrested some time ago on
fine products which can. be raised In
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye. aged a charge of larceny. Valdez was arthe "dry farming" section of the sur- in the wood.) Direct from
distillery to raigned a few days ago before Judge
David J. Leahy ana pleaded guilty to
rounding country.
you. At the Iobby, of course. Adv.
stealing a saddle, bridle, spurs and
On account of the gig dance to be
from William Green.
Mr. and Mrs. Linden D. Burt are other articles
given in the Armory next Tuesday receiving icngratulatlons
on the He was sentenced to not less than one
evening the committee In charge of birth of a 4aughter last evening.
year and not more than 18 months In
the Buen Tiempo club dance, which
the penitentiary. Valdez was pur1
was to have been given on that evenTwo weddings of prominent West chasing a license to wed when he
ing, announced today that the club side people are said to be scheduled was taken into custody. The follow
dance has been postponed Indefinite- for solemnization before Lent begins. ing morning the bride-to-b- e
appearei
ly. Every member of the Buen Tiemat the county jail and the ceremony
po club Is urged to attend the dance
Mrs. Virgil Wolfe, who has been was performed by a justice of the
at the armory.
ill for the palt two weeks, on ac- peace. Mrs. Valdez, also colored,
count of vaccination, is fully recov- says she will await the release of
'
At a meeting held yesterday afterValdez from prison with as much pa
L
ered ',
noon at the residence of Mrs. Emma
tience as possible.
i
Kohn the ladies of Congregation
Luciano Martinez of Rociada yesMontefiore organized a Sisterhood for
AN INTERESTING LECTURE.
aPpIUd at the court house for
terday
sothe furtherance of religious and'
Tickets are being sold for yie lec
as
bounty upon a coyote and a
cial culture. The following officers ?4
ture of Rev. Father Francis Barnum,
were elected: Mrs. JacoT) Landau, wild cat.
S. J., which is to be given Sunday
president; Mrs. Sig Nahm, vice presievening In the Duncan opera house.
dent; Mrs. Cecilio Rosenwald, recordG H. Stewart, who has been ill for Indications are that a large crowd
ing secretary; Mrs. E. R. Russell, cor- the past three weeks with grip, has will be present. Father Barnum spent
responding secretary, and Mrs. Emma fully recovered and is now at his several years in Alaska and his 'tfclk
Kohn, treasurer.
duties at the C. D. Boucher grocery will bring forth many Interesting
facts about the far north. Father
store.
The Y. M. C. A. is offering excep
Barnum Is an eloquent speaker and
tional bargains in 1913 monthly magahis address will be well worth hear
J. M. Ken, general manager of the
zines and weekly periodicals. In an
ing. In addition to the lecture there
e
advertisement In last evening's Op Santa Fe Railway company, passed will be a musical program. The
tic the conditions of the association's through Las Vegas today on Santa
is for the benefit of the Chrisoffer were stated and any one read- Fe private sar No. 20 attached to tian Brothers' school.
cannot help train No. 1 on his way to Santa Fe.
ing the advertisement
but realize what a fine opportunity
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
this Is for securing a year's subscrip
Adrian Farley, the 10 year old son
to
tion
any one of the several period- of Mr. and Mrs. C. T. Farley, vho FOR SALE
Hay and grain. Salomon
icals listed. In all there are 26 per was
for
Maine 495.
upon
Phone
operated,
successfully
Ata,
iodicals for sale for the year 1913
appendicitis this morning at the Las
and those wishing to purchase them
Vegas hospital, is reported to be in a
may name their own price above a favorable condition.
certain minimum.. The highest bidder for each periodical will nave It
Fred E. Corbett and family have redelivered at his home when the per
to Las Vegas and will reside,
of
the
turned
files
Is
taken
the
from
iodical
as formerly, at the Forsylhe place on
Y. M. C. A. library.
Pacific street. Mr. Corbett has
brought in from hts ranch a bunch
of his fine Jersey cows and will reengage In the dairy business.
in-

vited to attend the dance, which will
commence at 8:30 o'clock. The music
will be furnished by Mrs. Anna Simison.

i

Agents- -

E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President.

j
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK
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AC

r

The Greatest and
Most Economical
Polish Ever Compounded for Furn-'turPolished and
Linoleum FJoors,

The scholarly ability ot Dr. Frank
H. H. Roberts, president of the New
Mexico Normal University has been
recognized by the state Doard of education, which has commissioned the
Las Vegas educator to write a book
on history and civics for use in the
public schools of New Mexico. The
book is to be ready for use by June
of this year. It will be used in the
public schools for a term of Ux
years or more. The bosk will contain
some new innovation;! from a pedagogic standpoint and will be entirely modern. Colonel Ralph E. Twitcn-el- l
will assist in the preparation of
the historical section.
This is not the first time that Dr.
Rogerts has neen called upon to prepare a text book for use by a big
state's "educational system. A text
book on civics, prepared by him, is
now in use in Colorado and a similar
book is in daily use in the Wyoming
Dr. Roberts also is
public schools.
under contract to prepare a text book
for use in Ohio. His 'scholarly ability
anu long experience as a teacher
have given him a deserved reputation
In educational circles.

MISS ELIZABETH PRESENT

i

SPftHY

CIVICS AND HISTORY" WILL BE
USED BY THE NEW MEXICO
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

bourbon

F. M. Lyon, who lias been ill for
several weeks, is greatly Improved
and is able to be out of doors every
day.

Monarch Brand

BOOK

even-

Adv.

Per Pound 30c
if

January shirt sale at
Clothing Store, Douglas

A SCHOOL TEXT

I

OF LAS VEGAS, N.
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OUKfLUS, AND UNDIVIDBD PROFITS $35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

--

H. STEARNS
Grocer
"T.T:r- -

GOAL

A

0 i3

fj D W &

:

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA "COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

If it may be termed a scieace
include

The
Science of

a means

must

of presenting

the

propos.tion . to the greatest number
of prospective buyers. To reach this
class in the southwest us? the

Selling

Farms

OPTIC
WANT COLUMNS

Our

PURE FRUIT BRAND OF IAMS
32 OUNCE GLASS ARS for 35c
The Best Obtainable for the Money

nun ii

A

MEXICAN RECITAL.

We are daily presenting our

results of perfect laundering to

On-Bett-

endorsing

ntUA

it

with

their

d

patronage.
SHIRTS, COLLARS,
AND

CUFF

WORK

THAT

IS

UNEQUALLED.

er
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ivnion
m mm UJ. qtode
UlUiIL

p. is
U lift

..r-nuF

who are

hundreds of patrons,

.

Our Cixsh Sale On Lard Is Still
Buy Now as Lard Is Advancing

For FERNDELL
and you et the

,

The parlor recital ot Mexican music given by the students of Mrs,
Charles O'Malley 'at the home of
Mrs. F. L. Myers last night was successful and greatly appreciated by all
present.
The music was all Spanish and
Mexican pieces, the Mozart violin
sextette playing throe Interesting and
popular numbers, "Sobre Las Olas,''
"La Paioma" and "KBpana." These
numbers were well rendered and
showed the young players to be proficient in ensemble work.
Misses Alta Fiahbuin, Luclle Swal-loand Kalhrlne ScHURor plnyed
solos on the piano which were much
enjoyed, the charming gracefulness
of the muslo appealing to the audience.
Violin solos were well rendered by
Misses Thelma Coemnn, Ruth Seluiger and Nellie 1'arneU, and Charles
Fanning and Walt or Kolbo.
The entire program showed careful
and good
training by the teaser
work from the students. After the
recital the guests wre invited into
ser-e- !
the dining room wlifio chili wan
students.
tho
and
bv Mrs. Myt-r-

best. .
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OVERLAND HOD?! 59 T

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry
Phoat Main SI

617 DovfUt

Art

.

......

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
show you.

,

Las Vegas Automobile
Ptajne Mala 344.

Machine

&

Whalen,

&

Co

Fowler Prtp$
1
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THERE IS NO LIE ON THE LABEL
THERE IS NO LYE IN THE CAN
1

3

'
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KIND JHAT IS NOT

rRUITS"

LYE-PEELE-
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Highest In Quality
Delicious In Flavour

complete line of

A

Preserves,
Jams
and Jellies
AT

-

s

i

FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR

$1,050

leo-tur-

Ilcma of tlis Best of Everything Eatable

If You Wevnt Something Nice Try

Time Deposits

,

PERF0RMAI1CE

la

interest Paid on

BOUCHER'S

Insist cn ''Hunts" if you wewnt the highest
quality in canned fruits
:

CASTLETON IS SOLD.
Los Angeles, Cal.,-Jan- .
29, Manager Hogan of the Vernon Coast lea-

2BYSZK0 WINS
Ore., Jan.

BOUT-Pendlet-

on,

Stanislaus Zbyszko won two
straight falls
gue team announced last night the from Ben Jackson
of Dayton, Washsale of Pitcher Roy Castleton to the
ington, here 'set night, taking the
Nashville lc.gue team.
,
Castleton was formerly with the first In 45 minutes and the second in
N6W York Americans and was traded 18 minutes.
He agreed to
twice within an nour and ;
several years ago to Atlanta for
Iiplf.
Ford.
29

throw-Jackso-

.

"TI.e Coffee Ulan"

Rua-Bf-1- 1

